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ABSTRACT 
REPORT ON AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY FOR ABORIGINAL SITES 

AT CAPE PRESTON. 

RESUME 

In April of 2001, Halpem Glick Maunsell, commissioned Quartermaine 

Consultants to conduct an archaeological survey for Aboriginal sites at Cape Preston and a 

proposed gas pipeline route to the Burrup Peninsula. In April and May of 2001, Sally 
' 

McGann, Wilfred Hicks and Caroline Heine conducted a field inspection of the project 

areas. 

72 newly recorded sites and 73 sites previously recorded in files at the Aboriginal 

Mfairs Department were found in the vicinity of the survey areas. 11 of the previously 

recorded sites and 71 of the newly recorded sites are within the project boundaries. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND TO SURVEY 

A reconnaissance archaeological survey of d1e Cape Preston project area and associated 

pipeline was conunissioned by Halpern Glick Maunsell. Austeel plans to mine iron ore, 

downstream process the ore to produce Hot Briquetted Iron and export the product via a 

new port at Cape Preston. The survey was conducted to investigate the archaeological 

potential of the area in order to prevent the unintentional disturbance of sites during the 

project construction and operation. 

In addition, a gas pipeline is proposed to link the mining project with the facilities at the 

Burrup Peninsula. The proposed pipeline route was investigated during the course of the -· 

survey. Sally McGann, Wilfred Hicks and Caroline Heine conducted the archaeological 

investigation in April and May, 2001. 

The objectives of the investigation were : 

1. The assembly of data from previous work in the region, including information from 

the Heritage and Culture Division, Aboriginal Affairs Department (AAD), 

Aboriginal Site Files, previous survey reports, maps and environmental information. 

2. A systematic and purposive survey of the project area. 

Subsequent to this field survey being completed, Austeel determined that d1e supply of 

gas to the project area would be achieved through the construction of a gas lateral from the 

existing DBNGP. As a consequence, the results of the sunrey between the project area and 

the Burrup Peninsula are described in this document and the alignment maps and 

archaeological sites are attached in Appendix 4. 
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1.2 LOCATION & ENVIRONMENT 

The project is located in the Pilbara Region of Western Australia and involves two 

survey areas: the Cape Pr'=ston mining area and the proposed gas pipeline route linking the 

rrllning area with the Burrup Peninsula. 

The Cape Preston survey area covers approximately 310 km2 (Figure 1). It is defined by 

th: Fortescue River to the West, Eramurra Creek in the East and the Indian Ocean on the 

north and north western sides. It extends from Balmoral Station in the south to James Point 

and Cape Preston in the north. Two parallel ranges extend north south through the survey 

area. The western line of hills extend from Balmoral Station north to James Point. This 

range has been subject to the mine drilling program. The eastern line stretches from the 

Great Northern Highway in the south to the Indian Ocean in the north where it forms -· 

Cape Preston. 1bis eastern range includes Mount Potter, Mount Rough and Mount 

Preston. 

The Indian Ocean borders the western and northern sides of the survey area. It is a 

muddy coast line, fringed with mangroves and remnant dune systems. Several minor creeks 

flow from the hills and into the ocean here. Edward Creek and Du Boulay Creek flow into 

the Fortescue River, which is the main watercourse in the area. The creeks flow after rains 

from the hills west ward to the ocean and are dotted with pool areas which retain the water 

for longer periods. 

Two deltas, formed by the entry of the Fortescue River into the Indian Ocean, define 

the western and eastern edges of J ames Point. These are sheltered areas which 

accommodate stands of mangroves and high dunes. James Point itself is a rocky projection 

into the Indian Ocean, very similar to Cape Preston. 

Cape Preston is separated from the mainland by Mangrove Creek. To the southeast of 

Cape Preston, Eramurra Creek flows into the Indian Ocean creating a lush soak area. 

Scores of avian and mammalian fauna were obvious in the project area at the time of the 

survey. This abundance in conjunction with the pools of water and mangrove resources 

present indicate that the Cape Preston area is, and probably was, a very attractive and rich 

area for human settlement. 
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The pipeline alignment starts at the existing Burrup Peninsula infrastructure corridor 

and extends west to the Cape Preston Project Area. The bulk of the pipeline route is 

located on the plains adjacent to the coast. The plain is composed of cracking clays which 

form 'crabhole plains' (Beard 1975:30) characteristic of this area. Because the project 

involves the construction of a pipeline, hills and other features have been avoided. Several 

water courses, however, which traverse the plain and flow into the Indian Ocean, are 

intersected by the route. These water courses, Cadjeput Creek, the Maitland River, Melford 

Creek, the Y anyare River, Devil Creek, Spotwell Creek and E ramurra Creek, are registered 

areas of human habitation. 

The grasses of these plains would have provided" . . . abundant cereal crops." (Picketing 

1982: 19). This, in association with the fresh water of the creeks and rivers and the relative 

proximity of the coast, would have made the creek areas attractive to human habitation. 

The climate of the proposed development area is semi-desert tropical characterised by 

winter drought, extremely variable summer temperatures and a high evaporation rate. The 

average annual rainfall in the region is 300mm (Beard, 1975:50). The climatic conditions of 

the Pilbara are dominated by tropical cyclones which bring heavy falls of rain over a fairly 

short period, and thunderstorms that result in localised rainfall. These occur mainly 

between December and March. As most of this rainfall is the result of cyclonic and 

thunderstorm activity it may vary considerably from year to year (Beard, 1975). 

The greater portion of the Pilbara consists of Archaean rocks comprising the Pilbara 

Block which is overlain by Proterozoic rocks (Beard 1975:20). The survey area is part of the 

Abydos plain. The Cape Preston survey area sits on the western extreme of the Abydos 

Plain and on the north western edge of the Chichester Plateau (Beard 1975:50). It consists 

mainly of colluvial and alluvial soils overlying basalts and metasediments (Picketing 1982). 

The plains consist of grasses with groves of Acacia :.>.iphophyl/a, and a shrub-steppe of 

A cacia py rifo/ia and T riodia pungens on the lower areas. Grasses and Euca!Jptus dichromoph!oia 

exist only on the drainage lines (Beard 197 5:49). On the stony ridges are E ttca!Jptus brevzjo/ia 

with Triodia wiseanna. The gentle slope of the Abydos plain creates a large intertidal range. 

This coastal margin accommodates Avzcennia matina and Rhizophora s!Jlosa in the creek 

mouths and inlets (Beard 1975:56). 
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Wyrwoll (1979) has proposed that a massive extension of the arid zone in Western 

Australia coincided with the last glacial maximum (20000 years ago), and that this is likely to 

have been a recurrent feature of the Quaternary climatic history of Western Australia. 

The onset of the Holocene (from 10 000 years ago), with rising sea levels and, hence, 

increased sea surface temperatures, is likely to have seen a significant increase m 

precipitation by 6000-7000 years ago. This climatic regime has continued to the present. 

Prior to the advent of European pastoralism in the 1860's, Aboriginal people hunted 

and gathered foods and resources in the Pilbara region for at least 20 000 years (eg Maynard 

1980). During this occupation, it is believed no major humanly initiated deterioration of the 

landscape occurred (Merrilees 1979), although the Aboriginal people are acknowledged to 

have modified their environment by regular burning-off with low intensity fttes a ones 

1968; Hallam 197 5). The extent to which this practice altered the environment has not been 

fully documented and may be greater than previously estimated. Pastoral activities have 

hastened the destructive forces of erosion in some 40% of the Pilbara land area, in just over 

130 years (Beard 1975:33). 

The patterns of distribution of Aboriginal people across the landscape was dictated to 

some degree by environmental conditions. One topic the subject of debate among 

archaeologists concerns the antiquity and nature of the occupation of the area (S.mith 1993; 

Veth 1995). During the long period of Aboriginal occupation of the continent's coastal and 

riverine environments, there have been marked changes in environmental conditions with 

the 'arid zone' fluctuating in both size and aridity. Considerations of the Aboriginal 

colonisation and use of the arid zone must therefore take into account the climatic variation 

which has occurred since the first arrival of humans on the Australian continent. The 

archaeological record reflects prehistoric population distribution and cultural adaptations 

which may have arisen in response to the changing environment. 

Around 60 000 years ago, sea levels were approximately SO metres below present, they 

then dropped in a series of four events to be around 75 metres below today's sea leveL At 

around 28 000 years ago the sea level began to fall more rapidly, eventually reaching nearly 

150 metres below the current sea level about 18 000 years BP before rising again to reach 

their current levels around 6000 years BP (Chappell and Thorn 1977). 
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On the basis of geomorphological studies, J ones and Bowler (1980) have been able to 

propose a sequence for the Australian arid zone which should be considered in assessing 

the temporal and spatial distribution of archaeological sites. Although only limited 

corroborative research has been conducted in Western Australia, Jones and Bowler's model 

may be applied to the region, with some caution. Three broad phases have been proposed: 

The Lacustral Phase (c.SO 000 to 25 000 years Before Present) was a period of greater 

and more reliable rainfall, with large lakes such as Lake Eyre, Lake Mungo and the 

Willandra System, in NSW, being freshwater lakes with abundant resources. It is assumed 

that those northern goldfields and Gascoyne lakes which are now largely salt pans and 

playas, such as Lake Carnegie, would have been similarly abundant freshwater habitats. 

The Glacial Period (c. 25 000 to 12 000 years Before Present) was characterised by dry 

conditions, a fall in sea levels and the drying of many lake systems. There was an expansio~ 

of the arid zone with the most arid period around 18 000 years ago corresponding to the 

lowest point in sea levels. 

Holocene Amelioration (c. 12 000 years BP to present). Following the glacial maximum, 

the climate has become less harsh although fluctuations have occurred such as a slightly 

more arid phase from 4000 to 2000 years BP. 
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ARCHAEOLOGY 

2.1 OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE ACT 

The Western Australian Aboriginal Heritage Ad, 1972, makes provision 

for the presen;ation on behalf of the communi!) of places and objects customanjy used by, 
or traditional to, the original inhabitants of Australia or their descmdants, or assotiated 
therewith, and for other purposes imidental thereto. 

The Act defines the obligations of the community relating to sites. 

The archaeological survey should identify the effects of the proposed disturbance of the--

physical environment on historic and pre-historic Aboriginal archaeological sites. The 

consultant is obliged to submit site documentation for any newly recorded sites on 

appropriate forms for registration with the Aboriginal Affairs Department 

2.2 SURVEY DESIGN 

The survey design involved the following stages of operation. 

1) Background research - this involved familiarisation with Aboriginal site files, survey 

reports, plus maps and environmental information for the area to be surveyed. 

Previously recorded Aboriginal sites, registered with the Heritage and Culture 

Dh-ision, Aboriginal Affairs Department, are listed in Tables 1 & 2. 
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2) Field survey- this consisted of a field survey of the two project areas. 

A reconnaissance survey covering approximately 10% of the ground was performed at 

Cape Preston. All environmental zones, coastal margins, hill areas, creek lines and plains, 

were sampled using pedestrian and vehicular transects. A helicopter was used to access 

Cape Preston which is divided from the mainland by Mangrove Creek. 

The 100 metre wide corridor encompassing the pipeline route was inspected on foot 

where vehicular access from the highway and across the plain was permitted. Generally all 

creek and river crossings, excepting Spotwell Creek, were inspected. 

Sites identified within the Cape Preston project area were mapped using 1:50 000 

topographic maps and 1:250 000 project maps provided by Halpem Glick Maunsell and a 

Global Positioning System. Sites identified within the proposed gas pipeline corridor wer~ · 

mapped using 1:50 000 maps which have the pipeline corridor marked on them. 

Sites identified during the course of this project were ascribed codes according to the 

project. Cape Preston sites were labelled Cape Preston 1-67 (CP1-67) and the pipeline sites 

were labelled Austeel Gas Pipeline 1-5 (AGP1 -5). Because of the sheer volume of artefacts 

in the area, only grindstones were recorded as isolated artefacts. 

Visibility in the project areas was highly variable. Stony areas may have camouflaged 

stone tools, while dense grasses in some areas reduced ground visibility to almost 0. 

2.3 SITE DEFINITIONS 

Aboriginal material culture is based, to a.la.rge extent, on non-durable materials, such as 

wood, bark, fibre and skins, that have a limited life in the archaeological record. Stone tools, 

conversely, remain as often the only evidence of prehistoric activity. Bone, either as a tool, 

as refuse, or as a burial, falls somewhere between these extremes. Lofgren (1975:7) 

describes spears, spear-throwers and clubs for men, and digging sticks, wooden carrying 

dishes and grindstones for women, as the basic implements of Aboriginal life. Therefore, 

stone artefact sites reflect only one aspect of Aboriginal material culture which utilised a 

wide range of materials from the natural environment. 
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For scientific purposes, an archaeological site is defined as "any place containing 

traces of past human activity" (Pagan, 1980:7). This is manifested in a number of different 

site components which may occur singularly or with one or more of the others to form an 

archaeological site. The most common of these are surface artefact scatters, quarries, art 

sites, stone arrangements, rockshelters with evidence of occupation, grinding patches, shell 

middens, burials and marked trees. 

In order to address the state legislation, an artefact scatter is recorded as a site if it 

contains a concentration of artefacts in contextual association, three or more with a density 

of at least 1/1 00m2. Solitary artefacts, called Isolated Finds, are presently recorded but not 

registered as Aboriginal sites. This was not always the case in the past and some previously 

registered sites contain only a solitary artefact, in keeping with the broad scientific 

definition. 

The scientific definition of archaeological sites includes archaeological sites that may 

not be covered by the heritage legislation. The assessment as to whether such sites are 

covered by the provisions of the W.A. Aboriginal Heritage Ad, 1972, Section 5, is made by 

the Aboriginal Cultural Material Committee. Such assessment is usually undertaken as part 

of a Section 18 application for site disturbance. 
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2.4 PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH 

Several test pit excavations have been conducted at various rockshelter sites, and at 

some open sites in the Pilbara (Bevacqua 1974; Lorblanchet 1977; Maynard 1980; Troilett 

1982; Brown and Mulvaney 1983; Kee and Quartermaine 1986; Morse 1988, 1993; Hughes 

and Quartermaine 1992). From these investigations, some radiometrically determined dates 

for Aboriginal occupation have been obtained. 

The oldest reported archaeological sites yet discovered in Western Australia have 

returned dates of 35 000 to 40 000 years old. These have come from the Swan Valley of 

South West Australia at around 38 500 years old (Pearce and Barbetti 1981). At Mandu

Mandu Creek Rockshelter at North West Cape, a date of 34 200 + /-1050 was returned 

(Morse 1988, 1993). The earliest occupation dates for inland Western Australia are in the 

order of 25 000 years ago and these were obtained from rockshelter deposits near Newman 

and Pannawonica (Maynard, 1980; Troilett, 1982; Hughes and Quartermaine 1992). A 

number of dates from sites in the Uplands of the Great Sandy Deserts indicate that 

Aboriginal people have occupied these areas in some way for at least 22 000 years and 

possibly more than 30 000 years (Smith 1986, 1987, 1989) while a date of approximately 

20 000 years BP has been obtained from a site on tl1e Nullarbor (Marun 1974). 

Other dates in the inland Pilbara are much more recent, but have provided a temporal 

marker for some recognisable tool types. These are a 2500 year old date from a trapezoidal 

microlith (Brown & Mulvaney 1983) and a 3800 year old date for a gum backed elouera 

(froilett 1982). 

Stone artefact sequences in the Pilbara area compare well with the prehistoric stone tool 

industries in the South-West which have been classified into earlier and later phases 

(Dortch, 1977) although not all components of the late phase industries appear at the same 

time (Brown 1987). Essentially, the flake based technology continues from the late 

Pleistocene to the recent past (Brown 1987). The early phase industries include small thick 

flake scrapers, bipolar cores, notched-denticulated pieces, flakes from discoidal cores, and 

single and multi-platform cores. Later phase stone industries, generally found m 

archaeological contexts dating from less tl1an 4000 years ago, include the addition of 

geometric shaped small tools, backed blades, and a variety of adze flakes, which are part of 

the Australian "small tool tradition" (Brown 1987; Dortch, 1977; Mulvaney, 1975). 
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While no systematic surveys have been conducted in the Cape Preston project area, 

several have been performed in the surrounding area and on the plain between the project 

area and the Burrup Peninsula (Brown 1977&1983; Harris et al1990; McDonald et al2001; 

Picketing 1981&1982; Vinnicombe et al 1997). The majority of these surveys have been of 

pipeline and cable corridors in the flat plain areas. 

The importance of water in the location of archaeological sites has been well 

documented in Western Australia. On the coastal plain, the rivers and creeks which flow 

from the Chichester Plateau to the Indian Ocean are the dominant source of fresh water 

and as such are a focus for past human activity (Brown 1977; Pickering 1982). Smaller sites 

have also been noted at claypans and sheet wash channels, indicating their ephemeral use 

after rains (Picketing 1982:19). 

The plain has abundant seasonal fresh water and large amounts of seed which was· 

harvested as a cereal crop and ground to produce flour (Picketing 1982:19). In evidence of 

this theory Brown (1977:71) found that 36% of sites on the Abydos Plain contained 

grinding material. 

Middens are found at the mouths of the creek lines and rivers, where there is freshwater 

m relatively close proximity, and marine resources such as fish and shell fish (V eth 

1983:13). Fish and shellfish were important in the economy of the area and a variety of 

means, 'nets, clubs and plant poison' (Veth 1983:10) were used to hunt the fish. Withnell 

(quoted in Vinnicombe 1997:12) reports that fishing nets were made from spinifex. 

Presumably nets and clubs were used in the open ocean and poison was used in the 

confined and relatively calm water of the pools. It is doubtful that evidence of these tools 

would remain in the archaeological record for very long. 

The plain area thus has high archaeological potential and Brown (1980 in Harris et al 

1990:1 0) describes the margins of the Ma.itland River as an artefact scatter stretching from 

h1.iaree Pool to the coast. Harris et al (1990:10) recommend that, because of the high 

incidence of sites in the area and the impossibility of avoiding them, further disturbance be 

confmed to areas which are already compromised, such as roads, bridges and other pipeline 

corridors. 
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At the Burrup Peninsula, which is similar in morphology to the stony projection of 

Cape Preston, middens and art sites dominate the archaeological record. The shell 

assemblage at Skew Valley Midden is dominated by the gastropod Terebralia between 6000 

and 4000BP and by the bivalve Anadara between 4000 and 2000BP. This transition was 

attributed to environmental factors as the lowering of the sea level was speculated to have 

modified the availability of species (Hartis 1988:35). Hartis (1988) noted a dominance of 

rocky platform species at the Georges V alley Mid den then an increase in mud flat/ mangal 

species at 2500BP. Hartis attributes the decrease in rocky platform species to a conscious 

decision to harvest the easily gathered mudflat/ mangal species and ties this into the 

intensification of site usage in Australia at this time (Hartis 1988:72). 

This two part shell sequence is also related to the early and late phase stone artefact 

industries. Microliths, exotic raw material and quartz appear in the Skew Valley assemblag~ 

at 3600BP while only quartz appears at the Georges Valley in the later period (Harris 1988). 

Brown's (1977) study of the Hamersley Iron Powerline was effectively a transect from 

Dampier to Paraburdoo and allowed him to broadly characterize stone artefact sequences 

for the region. He noted two types of single artefact sites. The first type contained 

" . . . large, flaked river washed stones which generally have only a few large flakes 
struck from them ... "(Brown 1977:66) 

and were found exclusively on the Maitland River. These artefacts he classifies as 

chopping tools which were used for chopping down trees and removing bark (Brown 

1977:67). The second single artefact type site are leilira blade production sites which include 

'blade cores and large and small flakes" (Brown 1977:67). 

Brown speculated that the later phase industries were related to the availability of chert 

which limited the size of the artefacts. He found that there was a lack of microliths to the 

north of the Fortescue River and posited that this was related to the lack of chert. As the 

Fortescue represents a cultural boundary, trade would not have provided those in the north 

with suitable material for microlith manufacture (Brown 1977:66) . This was confirmed to a 

certain extent by Harris et al (Harris 1990:20) who also noticed an increase in the size of 

artefacts and a decrease in the amount of chert present in sites north of the Fortescue. 
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The Cape Preston project area is immediately north of the Fortescue Delta and between 

the Chichester Ranges and the plain. The assemblages of this transition area have yet to be 

analysed. 

2.5 ARCHIVAL RESEARCH 

The Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (as amended) is administered by Aboriginal Affairs 

Department's Division of Heritage and Culture. The AAD maintains a Register in the form 

of a computerised database of reported Aboriginal sites. Each reported Aboriginal site is 

designated by a site number, basic category (ethnographic and/or archaeological) and type 

(eg. engravings, ceremonial, artefacts etc.) and its position is recorded as 1000 metre x 1000 

metre square based on the GDA 94 Datum. 

For the purposes of the archival study the two project areas, the Cape Preston mining 

area and the proposed gas pipeline route, were considered separately. An area measuring 50 

kilometres north-south and 30 kilometres east-west, and encompassing the Cape Preston 

project area, was examined. This area is defined by AMG coordinates 400000to 430000 east 

and 7650000 to 7700000 north . 27 sites are registered within this study area but none of the 

sites are within the actual project area. 

The proposed pipeline route bisects an area encompassed between part of the Pilbara 

coastline, between Cape Preston and the Burrup Peninsula, and the North West Highway. 

This coastal strip was examined and it transpired that 109 sites have been recorded between 

the coastline and the highway. Of these sites, 47 are within 1 kilometre of the pipeline and 

11 of these are on the project route. These 73 sites are listed in Tables 1 & 2. 
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AAD 
SITE# 

P1823 

P7268 

P7270 

P7266 

P7267 

P4394 

P7269 

P1640 

P1639 

P1804 

P4620 

P6969 

P6968 

P6404 

TABLE ONE: Previous!;· Recorded Archaeoiogio·al Sites at Cape Preston Project 
Area (Map Sheets SF 50-2 & SF 50-6). 

ID# GRID REF SITE 1YPE NAME 
METRIC 

10351 405286.7655226 }.:UDDEN Wiruwandi Plain 

18100 406842.7651060 Fortescue River 
Crossing 

908 407539.7675455 :\RTEF:\CTS/ Fortescue Mouth 
:t-.:UDDEN/ 

GRINDING/ 
Track 3 

QUARRY 

910 407539.7676955 :\RTEF:\CTS/ F ortescue Mouth 
~liD DEN 

906 407839.7673655 .\RTEF"-\CTS/ Fortescue Mouth 
IvfiDDEN/ Track 1 
GRINDING 

907 407839.7673755 .-\RTEF.-\CTS/ Fortescue Mouth 
;\fiDDEN / Track 2 
GRINDING 

8283 407938.7650855 .-\RTEE-\CTS Natgas 256 

909 408139.7676955 MID DEN Fortescue Coast 
Dunes 

10534 408888.7652055 .-\RTEF.-\CTS Gas Pipeline 37 

10533 410638.7652855 .-\RTEF.-\CTS Gas Pipeline 36 

18093 410663.7653380 .-\RTEF_-\CTS Du Boulay Creek 
West 1 

18094 412488.7654505 .-\RTEF.-\CTS Du Boulay Creek 
West 2 

10386 412838.7650355 .-\RTEF.-\CTS Old Berty's Store 

8072 416638.7658255 .-\RTEE-\CTS Borrow Pit 12 

6132 416989.7665405 ENGR.-\ \1NG Edward Creek 2 

6131 417039.7666455 .-\RTEF.-\CTS Edward Creek 

6559 417639.7658655 .-\RTEF.-\CTS Du Boulay Creek 
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P1638 10532 419938.7661255 :\RTEF.-\CTS Gas Pipeline 35 

P1637 10531 420238.7662455 ENGRA'i'ING Gas Pipeline 34 

P1636 10530 421738.7664255 QUARRY Du Boulay Creek 
Quarry 

P4619 8071 422288.7663155 :\RTEFACTS Borrow Pit 10 

18099 422468.7664312 Eramurra Creek 1 

P4618 8070 423238.7664605 ARTEFACTS Borrow Pit 9 

P7373 715 423439.7665155 CEREMONL'\L Wuntarri Muka 

P1635 10529 423938.7667455 _-\RTEF:\CTS Gas Pipeline 32 

P0768 11418 424639.7675655 ENGRA \'ING/ Irramurra Creek 
ARlEFACTS 

P1634 10528 426938.7673955 ARTEF:\CTS Gas Pipeline 31 / 
McKay Creek 

The small number of previously recorded sites in this area compared to that of the 

pipeline project area may be explained by the fact that the Cape Preston project area has 

not been subject to systematic survey work excepting brief forays preliminary to other 

pipeline projects. The archival study area is larger than the actual project area and sites 

have been recorded on the periphery of the project area. The number of sites on the 

periphery indicates that the project area itself may have many unrecorded sites. The current 

survey has gone a long way to address this deficit in recording. 

19% of the above listed sites are composed of a combination of archaeological site 

types, such as engraving sites with artefact scatters and/ or middens associated. 70% of all 

sites include artefact scatters, 22% are mid dens, 11% have grinding patches and/ or 

engravings and 7% include quarries. They are located adjacent to water sources, the beach, 

stone sources suitable for stone artefact manufacture and/ or granite outcrops suitable for 

engravmg. 

The following features are predicted to reflect a focus for human activity in the survey 

area: 
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1. campsites at alluvial areas adjacent to major water sources; 

2. middens at slightly elevated areas adjacent the coast; 

3. quarries at naturally occurring sources of fine siliceous material; and 

4. engravmgs and/ or grinding patches at naturally occurrmg granite and dolerite 

outcrops. 

Where there are a combination of these features, such as rocky areas adjacent to the 

coast or where creek lines flow into the ocean, there are expected to be sites with a range of 

activities evident. 

TABLE TIP'O: Previous!J morded sites within 1 kilometre qf the proposed gas pipeline route (sites in italics 

ate on pipeline the route) - Map Sheets SF50-2 & SF 50-6. 

AAD ID# GRIDREF SITE TYPE NAME 
SITE# METRIC 

P0768 11418 424639.7675655 ENGRAVING/ Irramurra Creek 
ARIEFACTS 

P1633 10527 431339.7680855 :\RTEFACTS Gas Pipeline 30 

P0359 11815 435139.7685155 :\RTEF :\ CTS Mt Wilkie 

P0360 11816 439139.7687705 ENGRAVINGS/ Devil Creek, Mardie 
GRINDING Station 

P1632 10526 439739. 7687955 A RIEFACTS Gas Pipeline 29 

18091 439791.7688182 ARTEFACTS/ Devil Creek Camp 
HISTORICAL 

18090 44008 7. 7 68 8406 ARTEFACTS Devil Brook East 

18092 440372.7688476 ARIEFACTS Devil Creek 3 

18097 442065.7689561 :\RTEFACTS/ Mullewa Stock Route 
GRINDING Camp 
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P1631 10525 442639.7690655 QUARRY/ Gas Pipeline 28 
ARTEFACTS 

P1630 10524 443939.7690355 ARTEFACTS Gas Pipeline 27 

P1628 10576 449239.7693055 ARTEF.A.CTS/ Gas Pipeline 25 
MID DEN 

P1629 10523 449339.7692105 ARTEFACTS Gas Pipeline 26 

18004 449861.7 692320 ARTEFACTS Pipeline Corridor 11 

18096 450017.7693821 CEREMONIAL/ Yukulyum Spring 
Ml'THOLOGICAL/ 

HISTORICAL 

P1805 10387 450139.7692055 ARTEFACTS Gas Pipeline 59 

P3611 8857 450639.7691955 ARTEFACTS Natgas 157 
-· 

P1627 10575 451639.7693655 ARTEFACTS/ Gas Pipeline 24 
MID DEN 

P1626 10574 455639.7695655 ARTEFACTS Gas Pipeline 23 

P4397 8286 457639.7695055 ARTEFACTS Natgas 259 

17997 458344.7695125 ARTEFACTS Pipeline Corridor 04 

17996 458452.7695164 ARTEFACTS Pipeline Corridor 03 

16577 459955.7696723 QUARRY/ Mainland (Maitland River) 
ARTEFACTS Site 19 

16579 460355.7696550 ARTEFACTS/ Mainland (Maitland River) 
GRINDING Site 22 

16578 460788.7697171 ARTEFACTS Mainland (Maitland River) 
Site 21 

16576 461162.7698246 .\RTEE-\CTS Mainland (Maitland River) - --
Site 18 

16592 461503.7698868 ARTEFACTS/ Mainland (Maitland River) 
GRINDING Site 36 

16580 461908.7 697 689 ARTEF.-\CTS Mainland (Maitland River) 
Site 23 

1.6581 462123.7697817 ARTEFACTS Mainland (Maidand River) 
Site 24 
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16582 462262.7697846 ARTEF.-\CTS Mainland (Maitland River) 
Site 25 

P4617 8069 462639.7 6979 55 ~\RTEF.-\CTS Borrow Pit 5 

16584 463237.7697718 .-\RTEFACTS/ Mainland (Maitland River) 
GRJNDING Site 27 

16583 463240.7698195 ~">.RTEFACTS/ Mainland (Maitland River) 
GRJNDING Site 26 

P4615 8067 464539.7699255 ARTEFACTS Cheer!J Well North 

16259 464790.7699222 QUARRY/ Mainland (Mail/and River;) 
ARTEFACTS/ Site 30 

GRINDING 

?4616 8068 464839.7699455 GRINDING Cheer!J Well North~East 

16587 465040.7699001 ~-\RTEFACTS/ Mainland (Maitland River) 
GRINDING Site 31 

16589 465141.7698564 Mainland (Maitland River) 
Site 33 

16588 465146.7698643 GRINDING Mainland (Maitland River) 
Site 32 

17995 466985.7700296 ARTEFAc!S Pipeline Com'dor 0 1 

?4398 8287 467339. 7700655 QUARRY/ Natgas 260 
A RTEFACTS 

P4642 8042 471489.7703905 QUARRY/ Cajuput Well Midden 
ARTEFACTS/ 

MID DEN 

P7541 419 473068.7705613 ARTEF.\CTS/ Gas Pipeline 1 09 
~!ID DEN 

P4613 8065 473439.7704755 QUARRY/ Borrow Pit 1 - -- ARTEFACTS 

16689 475389.7713805 ARTEF.\CTS/ Dampier Salt Levee Spit 
;>-.:UDDEN Site 1 

P2589 9601 476639.7705655 .\RTEF.\CTS Thirteen Mile Well 

P3562 8919 478239.7710155 ARTEFACTS/ Karratha Airport East 
i\HDDEN 
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109 sites have been recorded at AAD for the entire area between the highway and the 

coast. The majority of these sites have been recorded during road and previous pipeline 

surveys. Typically sites are clustered where these roads and pipelines traverse major water 

courses. It is expected that the proposed pipeline will also encounter sites at these creeks 

and rivers. 

Similar to the Cape Preston situation, although in greater proportion, composite sites 

comprise 45% of the previously recorded sites. Artefact scatters adjacent to the major 

creeks and rivers of the area are common with 89% of all sites including artefact scatters. 

13% are middens and these are typically closer to the coast but still in the vicinity of water -· 

courses. 21% have grinding patches while only 4% include engravings. 13% are quarries 

and 4% include historical material. 

There is, in comparison to Cape Preston, more emphasis on habitation sites/ campsites 

than on the activity sites. It is expected that the occurrence and type of sites found in the 

remainder of the pipeline would be similar to the model outlined above for Cape Preston 

but with a higher proportion of open artefact scatters. 
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RESULTS 

As a result of the archaeological survey of both the Cape Preston survey area and the 

proposed pipeline corridor a total of eight creek line scatters, 21 artefact scatters, 27 

middens, 11 quarries, 4 art sites and a single grinding patch were identified. 

The sheer volume of sites observed during the 10% sample survey of the Cape Preston 

area indicates that further archaeological material awaits recording. The hills area, which 

remains largely unexplored, has the potential to reveal further scatters and quarry sites in 

the valleys and art sites on the margin. 

Of the sites noted during the Cape Preston survey, 14% are quarries and 4% are blade 

quarries similar to those noted by Brown (1977) in the Pilbara area. Of the stone-· 

assemblages, 31% are composed entirely of large, volcanic flakes, scrapers and cobble 

cores, while 19% contained the distinctive large artefacts plus smaller artefacts made of 

chert and other fme siliceous materiaL Cobble cores, or chopping tools, were present at 

almost every artefact scatter and creek line scatter. These cobbles are readily available in the 

adjacent creek beds. 

The assemblages of the area appear to be, at this preliminary stage, similar to those of 

the northern sites (Brown 1977; Harris et. a! 1990) in that they contain large artefacts, but 

are also similar to the southern assemblages in that they contain smaller chert and fine 

siliceous artefacts. Cape Preston, in light of dus and as it is considered to be located on a 

"cultural boundary" (Brown 1977), is posited to be a transition area. Only further recording 

of the assemblages and comparison to other known assemblages can confirm this. 

Of the assemblages observed during th:_C~pe Preston survey, 19% contained grinding 

material. This does not illustrate the enormous amount of grinding material present in the 

project area. Several isolated grind stones were recorded, as were grinding patches and 

grooves at artefact scatters and art sites. The artefact scatters and creek line scatters 

sometimes contained several ground pieces in any one concentration illustrating the 

importance of seeds in the diet of the past inhabitants of the area. 
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Of the middens, 76% are mounds or scatters of Anadara, situated on slightly elevated 

areas adjacent to tl1e coast. 21% are sparse scatters of Terebrafia and Anadara situated on 

high dunes adjacent to the deltas. Considering the two part sequence outlined by V eth 

(1983) and Harris (1988) for the Burrup Peninsula, the latter sites are probably the older. 

This indicates a transition from exploitation of the mangrove species to a focus on the 

mudflat species possibly related to the fluctuating sea level during the Holocene. Art sites 

on the coast were found in association with the Anadara midden material, which may give a 

rough estimate of age for these engravings and may also suggest a behavioural explanation 

for the transition. 

CREEKLINE SCATTERS 

Although creek line scatters comprise only 9% of the Cape Preston archaeological sites 

they account for a substantial proportion of the archaeological material because of theii · 

large volume. These are more or less continuous artefact scatters extending for large 

distances along ephemeral creek lines. V eth defines creek line scatters as 

" .. . more or less continuous and generally of very low artefact densities. These 
scatters are seen to reflect patterns of movement, focussed on minor drainage systems 
(V eth 1984:43)." 

Wilfred Hicks agrees that the creek lines were used as camping areas and as travelling 

routes (W'ilfred Hicks pers comm 2001 ). On the same subject Mattner (1999) asserts that 

"These artefacts have lost any archaeological context because of water transport 
and redeposicion (Mattner 1999:3)." 

The Cape Preston scatters tend to occur on raised patches of gibber adjacent to the 

creek lines. Areas adjacent to the creek lines but away from these terraces may have been 

scoured by water to the extent that the artefactual material has been removed. Although the 

scatters are continuous along the creek n'latgins, concentrations occur at the junction of 

creek lines and/ or near pools. It is recommended that further recording focus on these 

concentrauons. 
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ARTEFACT SC\TTERS 

These are discrete versions of the creek line scatters. They are similar in constitution to 

the creek line scatters but are smaller and not confined to creek margins. These scatters 

were found to occur on creek margins, at pools, at areas adjacent to quarries and on granite 

outcrops. Typically the assemblages were similar to that of the creek line scatters in that 

larger artefacts made of dolerite dominated. However, smaller artefacts and chert were also 

found to be present at these sites. 

QUARRIES 

Dolerite, of varying quality, and rhyolite quarnes were noted in the foot hills and 

valleys of the survey area. The quarrying of dolerite appears to owe more to location than 

the quality of the stone. At Cape Preston, coarser material near the coast was utilized while 

finer sources of material further inland appeared unmodified. The dolerite quarry ·· 

assemblages consist of unmodified flakes and cores. 

Typically the rhyolite quarries occur in the ranges which extend north south from the 

Fortescue River Mouth Road to Mount Preston. The assemblages consist of cores, flakes 

and large blade flakes similar to those noted by Brown (1977). 

ART SITES 

E ngraving sites were identified on the west coast secuon of the survey area on 

granophyre boulders. They compare well to those recorded on the Burrup Peninsula 

(Vinnicombe 1987). 

A range of motifs were recorded, and, as vtewmg some of the material depicted is 

restricted to initiated people, all were inspected by an appropriate authority before 

recording began. Sites found to be unsuitabl~ _for public consumption were recorded by 

proper personnel and site information regarding these sites is not contained within this 

report. These sites, marked restricted, should be avoided without the permission and 

supervision of the relevant authorities. 

Typically these sites are not found in isolation but are surrounded by rnidden material. 

Motifs range include anthropomorphic figures, animals, abstract motifs and animal tracks. 

They occur singly and in large groupings. 
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J\.fiDDENS 

Three types of m.idden were noted during the course of the survey. Low density 

scatters with a relatively high proportion of artefacts and Terebralia shells were found in the 

high dunes adjacent to the coast. Smaller, denser and mounded m.iddens of predominantly 

Anadara shell were found on protected sand flats and rocky areas. Thin scatters of shell 

were also noted around art sites. 

Anadara dominated most middens with the addition of small amounts of Terebmlia, 

Baler, Turbo and Syrinx at some sites. 

Because the designated Cape Preston survey area is so large and diverse, the area has 

been divided into broad environmental units and the results ha,re been summarised 

according to these divisions. 

DU BOUL.AY CREEK 

Du Boulay Creek extends parallel to the Fortescue River and then dissects the hills in 

the southern section of the survey area. In these areas, between the ranges and between the 

two creeks, are a number of scatters (CP1, 5, 11, 12, 14, 27, 28, 29, 30). Some of the scatters 

(CP1, 5 & 27) are more or less continuous creek line scatters. 

The assemblages appear uniform and arc characterized by the use of dolerite cobbles, 

apparently taken from the river beds. These have been fashioned to form large chopping 

tools. (Large single platform, single plain cores with step fractures and large discoidal cores 

with evidence of use wear.) 

Typically, these scatters occur on flat, high areas stabilized by ironstone gravel and 

removed from the flood plain by height. Irmay be that the location pattern of these sites 

owes more to their preservation in these areas ratl1er than their original distribution. 

The ranges tops were found to contain no surface archaeological material. Although 

quarry areas are the site type most likely to occur in the higher areas, the stone outcrops in 

these hills are either shale, quartz or conglomerate which are unsuitable for knapping. 
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HILLS, MT ROUGH TO FORTESCUE RP/ER :tvfOUTH ROAD 

A line of hills extends from Mount Rough in the north to the Fortescue River Mouth 

Road in the south. As sites (CP6-1 0 64-66) demonstrate, there is likely to be more sites 

found in these hills. Quarries exist where there is a source of fine stone, dolerite or rhyolite. 

Flat areas of granite are also areas of activity. Shallow pools of water were evident on 

some of these outcrops at the time of the survey. Similarly, creek line areas near the hills are 

also areas of surface artefactual material, particularly the large creek linking the quarry areas 

with Marda Pool and the Indian Ocean .. 

Eramurra Creek extends parallel to the eastern side of the hills. This large creek has 

previously recorded sites which are not within the survey area. On the western side of the 

hills are several creek lines which feed into the Indian Ocean. It is highly probable, 

therefore, that more sites will be found in the hills area, particularly in the northern extreme-· 

near mangrove creek where there are numerous granophyre boulders which are potential 

art and quarry sites. These hills are, as yet, largely unexplored. 

COAS1LINE 

The north-western side of the designated survey area, between Marda Pool and the cape 

of Cape Preston, is bounded by the Indian Ocean. Mud flats and mangroves dominate the 

sheltered areas, such as the delta, and creeks flow from the hills to the east. It is thus a 

resource rich area with seasonally available fresh water. Creek line scatters were found to 

occur on these creeks (CP42-44). 

There is a more or less continuous scatter of midden material where the creek lines 

empty in to the ocean. Particularly where there are mangroves, such as in the deltas and at 

Mangrove Creek. Suitable boulders m, or near, these middens were found to contain 

engravmgs. 

C\PE PRESTON 

Cape Preston is the northernmost, unsubmerged section of the north-south extending 

range which contains Mount Rough and Mount Potter. It is divided from the mainland by 

Mangrove Creek. Mount Preston, which defines the bulk of the island, is essentially an 

extension of the range. 
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On the east it is defined by a sandy spit with high dunes, on the west and south by 

sandy flood plain and mud flats, by a rocky point to the north and by hills in the mid

section. A large, flat creek line valley dissects the hills and feeds into the ocean on the west 

coast. It may have originally flowed into the Fortescue River before the coastline reached 

it's current position. 

Archaeologically, the island is characterized by dune top midden scatters and dolerite 

quarries. Large red dunes on the eastern side accommodate sparse scatters of Anadara, 

Tercbra!ia, Turbo, Baler and Syrinx shells and chert and dolerite artefacts. In the flood plain 

areas, slightly raised, consolidated patches bore further midden material, and, similar to the 

creek line scatters, the distribution of these sites is probably due to preservation factors. 

Dolerite outcrops have been quarried extensively, particularly those in the vicinity of 

the beach. Two types of stone have been quarried, dolerite and a coarser dolerite which has· 

large crystals visible. Both types have been knapped and are in evidence in artefact scatters 

in the region. 

Significantly the largest freshwater creek line in the vicinity, which flows from the hill 

and into the Indian Ocean, is surrounded by the largest and densest artefact scatter of the 

island. The creek has created a large, flat valley which is dotted with dolerite outcrops. 

Artefacts and substantial amounts of grinding material litter the valley floor and an art site is 

situated where the creek line dissects a dolerite outcrop. 

Mangroves fringe the southern edge of the island and are present in remnant stands 

around the island. On the south west corner of the island is a thin lens of Anadara shell 

which appears to overlie, or have been mixed with, a natural mound of shell. It is 

impossible to tell whether this is a natural occurrence or a humanly created midden which 

has been reworked by coastal storms. 

JAMES POINT 

James Point, like Cape Preston, is an extension of a line of hills. This range extends 

north/south from Balmoral Station. It is defined by two deltas, Du Boulay and Edward 

Creek Delta on the west and Yagobiddy Creek Delta on the east. It is essentially a stony 

ridge flanked by high sand dunes and mangrove flats . 
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Similar to Cape Preston, the high dunes contain scatters of shell and artefacts. Discrete 

but mounded versions are also present on the flats. Small 1m x 1m Anadara middens were 

evident on the top of the point. 

GAS PIPELINE ARE:\ 

This area necessarily followed a relatively flat path from the Cape Preston survey area to 

the Burrup Peninsula. As such it avoided hills, outcrops and other areas which are likely to 

contain a high incidence of archaeological sites. It could not, however, avoid the large 

creeks and rivers which flow north across the plain and into the Indian Ocean. At each of 

these crossings a creek line scatter was evident. 

At the eastern end of the corridor, from Cadjeput Creek to the Burrup Peninsula, the 

pipeline route skirted the coast. Two middens were noted in this area. As recommended by __ 

Harris et al (1990), in order to avoid further disturbing these creek line scatters, all 

construction should be confined to areas which have already been disturbed by previous 

road, bridge and pipeline construction. 

Tables 3 and 4 are a summary of the sites and isolated grindstones found during the 

current survey. Unless otherwise stated, the site areas refer, in this order, to north-south and 

east-west baselines. Grid references are based on the Aus84 Datum. See Appendix Three 

for further site information. 

All density appraisals are preliminary and sites should be subject to further assessment 

prior to application for disturbance. Potential refers to the possibility of finding stratified 

material at the site. Restricted sites should be avoided without the permission and supervision 

of relevant Aboriginal counsel. 

SITE 
# 

CP1 

CP2 

CP3 

TABLE THREE: Sites- mJi}J.; ofj he survry. Grid references are based on the Aus84 
Datum. 

GRID SITE TYPE DENSITY. 
REFERENCE SIZE (M) 
407997.7 666315 Creek line Scatter 4500 xSO Concentrations 

408361.7 664280 

421560.7671428 ArtefactS catter 144x166 High 

413416.7660941 Artefact Sea/fer 2x2 Low 
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CP4 413457.7661485 Artefact S cotter 4x4 with CP3 

CP5 411178.7661998 Creek line Scatter 2600x250 Moderate 

411652.7659398 

CP6 420975.767270 Quarry 64x37 High 

CP7 4207 62.7 67266 Quarry 20x20 plus High 

tal us 

CP8 420856.7672796 Artefact Scat/er 35x32 Moderate 

CP9 421425.7672718 Artefact Scat/er 100x155 Moderate 

CP10 421286.7672688 Artefac/ S caller 44x32 Moderate/ Sparse 

CP11 409358.7672581 Artefact Scatter 20x40 Sparse 

CP12 409101.7672487 Artefact S caller 100x40 V.Sparse 

CP13 411105.7673172 Artefact Scat/er High 

CP14 410622.7 665606 Artefact Scatter 25x100 Moderate 

CP15 420075.7692665 Midden 10x10 Sparse 

CP16 421127.7692829 Midden Sparse 

CP17 420328.7692673 Mid den 12x10 Sparse 

CP18 419699.7692830 Quarry Concentrations 

CP19 417165.7695581 Quarry Dense 

CP20 41 7164.7695744 Quarry 20x10 Moderate 

CP21 417265.7695680 Midden 165x72 Potential 

CP22 417352.7695395 Quarry 20x20 Moderate 

CP23 417161.7695347 Quarry 10x25 Moderate 

CP24 417043.7694968 Quarry 10x10 Moderate 

CP25 41 7612.7694087 Artefacts/ Art 200x200 High 

CP26 417985.7692168 Quarry/ Midden 60x20 Moderate 

CP27 410349.7664578 Creek lineS cat/er 600x150 Concentrations 

CP28 408840.7666769 Artefac/ Scatter 700x200 Concentrations 

CP29 407503.7661674 Artefact S cotter 100x100 Sparse 

CP30 409156.7670536 Artefact S cotter 100x110 Sparse 

CP31 411685.7677298 Midden 100x250 Sparse 

CP32 411274.7677937 Middetl 30x.5 Moderate 

CP33 411440.7678018 Midden 10x10 Potential 
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CP34 411592.7678644 Mid den 10x10 Potential 

CP35 411496.7678734 Midden 20x10 Potential 

CP36 412054.7679237 Midden 325x125 Potential 

CP37 412428.7679386 Midden Sparse 

CP38 413262.7679075 Midden 1200x250 Potential 

413138.7680295 

CP39 412919.7680192 Middens 1x1 Small 

CP40 412640.7680425 Mid den 20x20 Potential 

CP41 412687.7680458 Midden 10x10 Potential 

CP42 415718.7674936 Creek fine Scatter 1000x200 Sparse 

416275.7674550 

CP43 416871.7674380 Creek line Scatter 200x900 Concentrations 

CP44 417132.7675444 Creek line Scatter 300x200 Concentrations 

CP45 416389.7677322 Artefact Scatter 400x1000 Moderate 

CP46 415371.7677512 Midden 50x30 High 

CP47 415226.7677647 Midden 200x150 High 

CP48 414459.7673346 Artefact Scatter 200x100 Moderate 

CP49 412867.7672497 Artefact Scatter 50x50 Moderate 

CPSO 416337.7681006 Midden 500x300 Concentrations 

CP51 416987.7682251 Art Site Restricted 

CP52 417141.7682418 Art Site Restricted 

CP53 417322.7683022 Midden High 

CP54 417041.7683146 Midden 400x500 Moderate 

416847.7683548 

CP55 416892.7 68503 7 Art Site/ Midden 100x80 Restricted 

CP56 416366.7684554 GrindingP atches 500x350 Interesting 

416683.7 685008 

CP57 417509.7685453 Midden 276x160 Moderate 

CP58 418055.7686231 Quarry 34x45 Moderate 

CP59 41 8802.7689784 Midden 40x70 Moderate 

CP60 418549.7689607 Midden 10x10 Sparse 

CP61 418278.7689671 Midden 386x145 Moderate 
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CP62 419567.7689570 Midden 25x50 Sparse 

CP63 422330.7687800 Artefad Scat/er 700x250 Mod./ Dense 

CP64 420537.7671840 Artefact Scatter 6x10 Sparse 

CP65 420599.7671855 Artefact Scatter 45x40 Moderate 

CP66 421122.7672387 Quarry 34x28 Mod./ Dense 

CP67 416411.7670543 Artefact Scatter 155x370 Dense 

AGP1 477953.7708601 Midden 50x50 Sparse 

AGP2 478145.7709707 Midden 100x100 Stratified 

AGP3 458917.7696703 Creek line Scat/er 617x1355 Sparse 

457562.7696212 

AGP4 439651.7688157 Creek line Scatter 50 Sparse 

AGPS 449670.7692647 Artefact Scatter 100x100 Sparse 

TABLE FOUR· Isolated finds· gn.ndstones. 

# ARTEf':\CT l\1:\TERJA COLOUR LENGTII WIDTH 11-JICK COMMENTS 

L MM MM MM 

IF1 Ground granite gr~· 110 90 50 
fragment 

IF2 Upper dolm"te grey 124 110 36 
grindstone 

IF3 Lo1ver do/erite grey 430 257 160 large 
grindstone 

IF4 Lo;ver ironstone grey 225 170 78 
grindstone 

IFS Lo1ver dolerite gr~y 78(} - 250 76 with pecking 
grindstone /abrasion 

IF6 Lou1er dolerite g~· 130 120 50 
gn.ndstone 

IF7 Upper dolerite grry 105 72 71 

gn"ndstone 

-· 
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CONCLUSIONS 

4.1 DISCUSSION 

In April of 2001, Quartermaine Consultants were directed to conduct a survey for 

Archaeological Sites at the Cape Preston Project Area and on the proposed gas pipeline 

route linking the project area with the Burrup Peninsula. In April and May of 2001 Sally 

McGann, Wil&ed Hicks and Caroline Heine conducted a reconnaissance survey of the two 

areas. 

The preliminary investigation for Aboriginal heritage significance involved the assembly 

of data from previous work in the region, including information from the Heritage and 

Culture Division, Aboriginal Affairs Department, Aboriginal site files, previous survey 

reports, maps and environmental information. 

Examination of files at the Heritage and Culture Division established that in total 73 

archaeological sites have been registered at the Aboriginal Affairs Department (AAD) in the 

vicinity of the two survey areas. None of the previously recorded sites are in conflict with 

the Cape Preston project area. 11 previously recorded sites are on the pipeline route. 

As a result of the current field survey, 67 sites were recorded in the Cape Preston 

project area and 5 were recorded on the pipeline survey, 4 of which are in the actual 

pipeline corridor. As a result of this work and previous surveys (Harris 1990) it is apparent 

that avoiding sites during the construction of the pipeline would be impossible. It is 

therefore recommended that the pipeline be constructed in previously disturbed road 

reserves and pipeline corridors in order to limit the amount of disturbance to known and as 

yet unrecorded sites. 

The sheer volume of sites observed during the 10% sample survey of the Cape Preston 

area indicates that further archaeological material awaits recording. The hills area, which 

remains largely unexplored, has the potential to reveal further scatters and quarry sites in 

the valleys and art sites on the margin. 

From these preliminary findings in the Cape Preston area it is apparent that the cape 

and adjacent inland was a lush and varied environment with abundant fresh water. The 

superficial archaeological remains point to an economy based on the shellfish and cereal 
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crops of the area. The margins of all rivers and creek lines bear evidence of camping but 

larger, denser, and possibly more permanent, campsites appear to have been at pool areas. 

Only excavated material could determine whether the rich avian and mammalian resources 

of the area were exploited in the distant past as they are in the present (Wilfred Hicks pers 

comm 2001). 

Excavation could also further the comparison of the Terebralia mid dens and the Anadara 

middens in terms of distribution, chronology and intensity of site usage. This may compare 

to the two part sequence proposed for the Burrup Peninsula middens. An excavated 

sequence may also reveal the nature of occupation before the sea reached its current level 

4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The recommendations which follow are based on investigations of previously recorded 

sites and research in the area. 

1. It is recommended that, where possible, activities be directed to avoid disturbing 

archaeological sites. Should the need arise to disturb a site, application must be made 

to the Registrar for Aboriginal Sites for permission by the Minister to use the land 

under Section 18 of the W A. Abon'ginal Heritage Act, 1972. 

2. It is recommended that further survey work in proposed areas of disturbance, the 

plant site, tailings dam, services corridor, port facility, and waste dump etc, is 

undertaken once these areas have been finalised. 

3. It is recommended that all sites be fully recorded and reassessed pnor to any 

disturbance. 

4. It is recommended that the constructlon of the gas pipeline be confined to 

previously disturbed areas in order to avoid the abundant coastal sites. 

5. It is recommended that if AGP 1 & 2 are to be disturbed that the sub-surface 

midden material is excavated and recorded to compare to the other Burrup 

Peninsula sequences. 
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6. It is pointed out that human interference to Aboriginal sites is an offence, unless 

authorised under the Act, as outlined in Section 17 of the W.A. Abonginal Heritage 

Act, 1972. Therefore, it is recommended that Austeel take adequate measures to 

inform any project personnel of this requirement. Any Aboriginal cultural material 

discovered in the project area should be reported to the Aboriginal Affairs 

Department. 
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FIGURE ONE: Cape Preston Prqjed Area 
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FIGURE TWO: Archaeological Sites. 
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PL4 TE ONE: Quarried material - Cape Preston 19. 

PL4TE TWO: Artefact - Cape Preston 14. 
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PLATE THREE: Lower grindstone - Cape Preston 25. 

PLATE FOUR- Sparse dune midden- Cape Preston 21. 
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PLATE FIVE: Anadara midden- Cape Preston 37. 

PLATE SIX: Ground edge implement- Cape Pmton 47. 
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APPENDIX 1 

OBLIGATIONS RELATING TO SITES UNDER THE ABORIGINAL HERITAGE ACT, 1972 

REPORT OF FINDINGS 

"15. Any person who has knowledge of the existence of anythlng in the nature of 
Aboriginal burial grounds, symbols or objects of sacred, ritual of ceremonial significance, 
cave or rock paintings or engravings, stone structures or arranged stones, carved trees, or of 
any other place or thing to which this Act applies or to which this Act might reasonably be 
suspected to apply shall report its existence to the Registrar, or to a police officer, unless he 
has reasonable cause to believe the existence of the thing or place in question to be already 
known to the Registrar." 

EXCAV:\TION OF ABORJGINAL SITES 

"16. (1) Subject to Section 18, the right to excavate or to remove any thing from an 
Aboriginal site is reserved to the Registrar. . 

The Registrar, on the advice of the Committee, may authorise the entry upon and 
excavating of an Aboriginal site and the examination or removal of any thing on or under 
the site in such manner and subject to such conditions as they may direct." 

OFFENCES REL-\.TING TO ABORJGIN.-\1. SITES 

"17. A person who-

Excavates, destroys, damages, conceals or in any way alters any Aboriginal site; or 

In any way alters, damages, removes, destroys, conceals, or who deals with in a manner 
not sanctioned by relevant custom, or assumes the possession, custody or control of, any 
object on or under an Aboriginal site, commits an offence unless he is acting with the 
authorisation of the Registrar under Section 16 or the consent of the Minister under Section 
18." 
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CONSENT TO CERTAIN USES 

"18. (1) For the purposes of this section, the expression "the owner of any land" 
includes a lessee from the Crown, and the holder of any mining tenement or mining 
privilege, or of any right or privilege under the Petroleum Act, 1967, in relation to the land. 

(2) Where the owner of any land gives to the Committee notice in writing that he 
requires to use the land for a purpose which, unless the Minister gives his consent in this 
Section, would be likely to result in a breach of Section 17 in respect of any Aboriginal site 
that might be on the land, the Committee shall, as soon as they are reasonably able, form an 
opinion as to whether there is any Aboriginal site on the land, evaluate the importance and 
significance of any such site, and submit the notice to the Minister together with their 
recommendations in writing as to whether or not the Minister should consent to the use of 
the land for that purpose, and, where applicable, the extent to which and the conditions 
upon which his consent should be given 

(3)When the Committee submit a notice to the Minister under subsection (2) of this 
section he shall consider their recommendation and having regard to the general interest of 
the community shall either -

(a) Consent to the use of the land the subject of the notice, or a specified part of the 
land, for the purpose required, subject to such conditions, if any, as he may specify; or 

(b) Wholly decline to consent to the use of the land the subject of the notice for the 
purpose required, 

and shall forthwith inform the owner in writing of his decision. 

(4) Where the owner of any land has given to the Committee notice pursuant to the 
subsection (2) of this section and the Committee have not submitted it with their 
recommendation to the Minister in accordance with that subsection the Minister may 
require the Committee to do so within a specified time, or may require the Committee to 
take such other action as the Minister considers necessary in order to expedite the matter, 
and the Committee shall comply with any scrch requirement. 

(5) Where the owner of any land is aggrieved by a decision of the Minister made under 
subsection (3) of this section he may, within the time and in the manner prescribed by the 
rules of court, appeal from the decision of the Minister to the Supreme Court which may 
hear and determine an appeal. 
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(6) In determining an appeal under subsection (5) of this section the Judge hearing the 
appeal may confirm or vary the decision of the Minister against which the appeal has been 
made or quash the decision of the Minister, and may make such order as to the costs of the 
appeal as he sees fit. 

(7) Where the owner of the any land gives notice to the Committee under subsection 
(2) of this section, the Committee may if they are satisfied that it is practicable to do so, 
direct the removal of any object to which this Act applies from the land to a place of safe 
custody. 

(8) Where consent has been given under this section to a person to use any land for a 
particular purpose nothing done by or on behalf of that person pursuant to, and in 
accordance with any conditions attached to, the consent constitute an offence against the 
Act." 
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APPENDIX 2 

NOTES ON THE RECOGNITION OF ABORIGINAL SITES 

There are various types of Aboriginal Sites, and these notes have been prepared as a 
guide to the recognition of those types likely to be located in the survey area. 

An Aboriginal Site is defined in the Aboriginal Heritage Act, 1972-1980, in Section 5 as: 
"(a) Any place of importance and significance where persons of Aboriginal descent 

have, or appear to have, left any object, natural or artificial, used for, or made for or 
adapted for use for, any purpose connected with the traditional cultural life of the 
Aboriginal people, past or present; 

(b) Any sacred, ritual or ceremonial site, which 1s of importance and special 
significance to persons of Aboriginal descent; 

(c) Any place which, in the opinion of the Committee is or was associated with the -· 
Aboriginal people and which is of historical, anthropological, archaeological or 
ethnographical interest and should be preserved because of its importance and 
significance to the cultural heritage of the state; 

(d) Any place where objects to this Act applies are traditionally stored, or to which, 
under the provisions of this Act, such objects have been taken or removed." 

HABITATION SITES 

These are conunonly found throughout Western Australia and usually contain evidence 
of tool-making, seed grinding and other food processing, cooking, painting, engraving or 
numerous other activities. The archaeological evidence for some of these activities is 
discussed in details under the appropriate heading below. 

Habitation sites are usually found near an existing or former water source such as a 
gnamma hole, rock pool, spring or soak. They are generally in the open, but they 
sometimes occur in shallow rock shelters or caves. It is particularly important that none 
of these sites be disturbed as the stratified j_egosits which may be found at such sites can 
yield valuable information about the inhabitants when excavated by archaeologists. 

SEED GRINDING 

Polished or smoothed areas are sometimes noticed on / near horizontal rock surfaces. The 
smooth areas are usually 25cm wide and 40 or SOcm long. They are the result of seed 
grinding by the Aboriginal women and indicate aspects of past economy. 
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J-L\BITATION STRUCTURES 

Aboriginal people sheltered in simple ephemeral structures, generally made of branches and 
sometimes of grass. These sites are rarely preserved for more than one occupation period. 
Occasionally rocks were pushed aside or used to stabilise other building materials. 'When 
these rocks patterns are located they provide evidence for former habitation sites . 

.MID DENS 

'When a localised source of shellfish and other foods has been exploited from a favoured 
camping place, the accumulated ashes, hearth stones, shells, bones and other refuse can 
form mounds at times several metres high and many metres in diameter. Occasionally these 
refuse mounds or middens contain stone, shell or bone tools. These are most cotrunon near 
the coast, but examples on inland lake and river banks are not unknown. 

STONE ARTEFACT FACTORY SITES 

Pieces of rock from which artefacts could be made were often carried to camp sites or 
other places for final production. Such sites are usually easily recognisable because the 
manufacturing process produces quantities of flakes and waste material which are clearly 
out of context when compared with the surrounding rocks. All rocks found on the sandy 
coastal plain , for example, must have been transported by human agencies. These sites are 
widely distributed throughout the State. 

QUARRIES 

'When outcrops of rock suitable for the manufacture of stone tools were quarried by the 
Aborigines, evidence of the flaking and chipping of the source material can usually be seen 
in situ and nearby. Ochre and other mineral pigments used in painting rock surfaces, 
artefacts and in body decoration are mined from naturally occurring seams, bands and other 
deposits. This activity can sometimes be recognised by the presence of wooden digging 
sticks or the marks made by these implements. 

M.~DTREES 

Occasionally trees are located that have designs in the bark which have been incised by 
Aborigines. Toeholds, to assist the climber, were sometimes cut into the bark and sapwood 
of trees in the hollow limbs of which possums and other arboreal animals sheltered. Some 
tree trunks bear scars where section of bark or wood have been removed and which would 
have been used to make dishes, shield, spearthrowers and other wooden artefacts. In some 
parts of the state wooden platforms were built in trees to accommodate a corpse during 
complex rituals following death. 
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BURL\LS 

In the north of the state it was formerly the custom to place the bones of the dead on a 
ledge in a cave after certain rituals were completed. The bones were wrapped in sheets of 
bark and the skull placed beside this. In other parts of Western Australia the dead were 
buried, the burial positiou varying according to the customs of the particular area and time. 
Natural erosion, or mechanical earthmoving equipment occasionally exposes these burial 
sites. 

STONE STRUCTURES 

If one or more stone are found partly buried or wedged into a position which is not likely 
to be the result of natural forces, then it is probable that the place is an Aboriginal site and 
that possibly there are other important sites nearby. There are several different types of 
stone arrangements ranging simple cairns or piles of stones to more elaborate designs. L~w 
weirs which detain fish when tides fall are found in coastal ares. Some rivers contain similar 
structures that trap fish against the current. It seems likely that low stone slab structures in __ 
the south west jarrah forests were built to provide suitable environments in which to trap 
some small animals. Low walls or pits were sometimes made to provide a hide or shelter for 
a hunter. 

Elongated rock fragments are occasionally erected as a sign or warning that a special area is 
being approached. Heaps or alignments of stones may be naturalistic or symbolic 
representations of animals, people or mythological figures. 

PAINTINGS 

These usually occur in rock shelters, caves or other sheltered situations which offer a 
certain degree of protection from the weather. The best known examples in Western 
Australia occur in the Kimberley region but paintings are also found through most of the 
states. One of several coloured ochres as well as other coloured pigments may have been 
used at a site. Stencilling was a common painting technique used throughout the state. The 
negative image of an object was created by spraying pigment over the object which was 
held against the wall. 

ENGRAV1NGS 

This term described designs which have been carved, pecked or pounded into a rock 
surface. They form the predominant art form of the Pilbara region but are known to occur 
in the Kimberleys in the north to about Toodyay in the south. Most engravings occur in 
the open, but some are situated in rock shelters. 
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C\CHES 

It was the custom to hide ceremonial objects .in niches and other secluded places. The 
removal of objects from these places, or photography of the places or objects or any other 
interference with these places is not permitted. 

CEREMO.l\L\L GROUNDS 

At some sites the ground has been modified in some way by the removal of surface 
pebbles, or the modeling of the soil, or the digging of pits and trenches. In other places 
there is not noticeable alteration of the ground surface and Aborigines familiar with the site 
must be consulted concerning its location. 

~1\'THOLOGIC\L SITES 

Most sites already described have a place in Aboriginal mythology. In addition there are-. 
many Aboriginal sites with no man-made features which enable them to be recognised. 
They are often natural features in the landscape linked to the Aboriginal Account of the 
formation of the world during the creative "Dreaming" period in the distant past. Many 
such sites are located at focal points in the creative journeys of mythological spirit beings of 
the Dreaming. Such sites can only be identified by the Aboriginal people who are familiar 
with the associated traditions. 
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APPENDIX 3 



WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
Aboriginal Sites Register 

Site Search Overview Map 

Sltea may exist that are 1'101 yet entered inlo the Register system, or are on lhe Register and no longer exlsl The 
Abonglnal Heritage Act 1972 protects an Aboriginal a!te In Weslem Australia whether lhey are known lo the 
Aboriginal Alien Dept I Aboriginal Cultural Material Commltlee or nol On-golng consu«atlon with relevant 
Aboriginal convnunllle& Is required 10 Identify any additional sllea that may e~lal 

Copyright for Aboriginal Sites lnfonnallon shell at ell times remain the property of the Slate of Western Australia, 
under custodianship of lhe Abonginal Affairs Dlfll I Aboriginal Cullursl Material Committee. 1999 all rlghta 
resel'\led. 

Copyright for base map Information ahaN at an times remain the propeny of the Commonwealth of Australia, 
AUSLIG: Australia's natiooal maPPing agency. 1992 all rights reserved. 

Copyright for NeU\19 Title Land Claim and Local Government Authority boundaries shah alatl timew f'lllll81n the 
proper1y of the State of Western Austrana, Oept of Land Administration. 1999 an rights reser<~ed. 

Copyright for Mining Tenement boundaries shall at aU time a remain the property of the Stale ofWeslem 
Au&lralla, Oept of Minerals and Energy. 1999 aH rtght.s reserved. 
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Selection Criteria 
Site Search within specified polygon 
Coordinates Type: AMG Coordinates- AMG Zone: 50 
Coordinates: Eas!lng: 430000 Northing: 7700000 

Eastlng: 400000 Northing: 7700000 
Eastlng: 400000 Northing: 7650000 
Easting: 430000 Northing: 7650000 

27 Site Records Found 

Register of Aboriginal Sites 

Report run on: Aprll12, 2001 10:34 AM 

Legend 

Status Access 
I Interim Register C Closed 

P Permanent Register 0 Open 

S Stored Data V Vulnerable 

Restriction Reliability 
F Female Access Only R Reliable 

M Male Access Only U Unreliable 

N No Gender Restrictions 

Site Types 
C Ceremonial 

RP Repository I cache 

S Man-Made Structure 

TModlfied Tree 
EEngravlng 

ART Artefact 

HIST Historical 
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Reference No: AU-RPGSR-23736# 

M Mythological 

BUR Skeletal material/Burial 

FFish Trap 

PPaintlng 

QQuarry 

MD Mldden I Scatter 

G Grinding patches I grooves 

Map coordinates (Latitude I Eastlng & Longitude I Northing) are based on the GDA94 datum. Coordinates are Indicative lOcations and may not necessarily represent the true centre of sites, especially If 
access to specific site Information Is tagged as "Closed" or "Vulnerable". The metrtc grid on Site Search Maps are for a speclflc MGA zone, and does not cater for MGA metr1c coordinates for a different 
MGA zone. 

715 p 0 N 21'6'4 TS 116'15'46"E R c WUNTARRI MUKA Date: 28/09/1994 P07373 

50 423439 mE 7665155 mN 
Primary: r•contact details have been 

MGA Zone suppressed .. ] 

906 p 0 N .,.2'8"S 116'6'47"E R ART, MD,G FORTESCUE MOUTH TRACK P07266 
1 

MGAZone 50 407839 mE 7673655 mN 
I 

907 p 0 N 21'2'5"S 116'6'47"E R ART, MD, G FORTESCUE MOUTH TRACK P07267 

MGAZone 50 407839 mE 7673755 mN 
2 

908 p 0 N 21'1'10"5 116"6'37"E R Q,ART, MD, G FORTESCUE MOUTH TRACK P0726B 

50 407539 mE 7675455 mN 
3 

MGAZone 

909 p 0 N 21'0'2 1'S 116'6'58"E R MD FORTESCUE COAST· P07269 

MGAZone 50 408139 mE 7676955 mN 
DUNES 

910 p 0 N 21'0'21"S 116'6'37"E R ART, MD FORTESCUE MOUTH P07270 

MGA Zone 50 407539 mE 7676955 mN 

6131 I 0 N 21'6'4"S 116'12'4"E R ART EDWARD CREEK 1 P06968 

MGAZone 50 417039 mE 7666455 mN 

6132 I 0 N 21'6'38"S 116'12'3"E R E EDWARD CREEK 2 P06969 

MGA Zone 50 416989 mE 7665405 mN 

6559 I 0 N 21'10'18"5 116'12'24"E u ART DU BOULAY CREEK P06404 

MGAZone 50 417639 mE 7658655 mN 
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~~ll!11ilillllll[l 
8070 I 0 N 21'7'5"5 116'15'39"E R ART BORROW PIT 9 P04618 

MGAZone 50 423238 mE 7664605 mN 

8071 I 0 N 21'7'5TS 116'15'6"E R ART BORROW PIT 10 P04619 

MGAZone 50 422288 mE 7663155 mN 

8072 I 0 N 21'10'31"S 116'11'49"E R ART BORROW PIT 12 P04620 

MGAZone 50 416638 mE 7658255 mN 

8283 I 0 N 21'14'30"S 116'6'46"E R ART NATGAS256 P04394 

MGAZone 50 407938 mE 7650855 mN 

10351 I c N 21'12'7"5 116'5'15"E u M WIRUWANOI PLAIN P01823 

MGA Zone 50 405286 mE 7655226 mN 

10386 I 0 N 21'14'47"5 116'9'36"E u ART OLD BERTY'S STORE P01804 

MGAZone 50 412f38 mE 7650355 mN 

10528 I 0 N 2r2·2·s 116'17'49"E R ART GAS PIPELINE 31/McKAV CRK P01634 

' MGA Zone 50 426938 mE 7673955 mN 

10529 I 0 N 21'5'33"5 116'16'4"E u ART GAS PIPELINE 32 P01635 

MGAZone 50 423938 mE 7667455 mN 

10530 I 0 N 21'7'16"5 116'14'47"E u Q DU BOULA V CREEK QUARRY P01636 

MGA Zone 50 421738 mE 7664255 mN 

10531 I 0 N 21'8'15"5 116'13'55"E u E GAS PIPELINE 34 P01637 

MGAZone 50 420238 mE 7662455 mN 

10532 I 0 N 21'8'54"S 116'13'44"E u ART GAS PIPELINE 35 P01638 

MGAZone 50 419938 mE 7661255 mN 

10533 I 0 N 21'13'25"S 116'8'20"E u ART GAS PIPELINE 36 P01639 

MGAZone 50 410638 mE 7652855 mN 

10534 I 0 N 21'13'51"5 116"7'19"E u ART GAS PIPELINE 37 P01640 

MGA Zone 50 408888 mE 7652055 mN 

11418 I 0 N 21"1 '6"5 116"16'29"E u E. ART IRRAMURRA CREEK. P00768 
' 

MGA Zone 50 424639 mE 7675655 mN 
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18093 I 0 N 21"13'8"5 116"8'21"E 

MGAZone 50 41 0663 mE 7653380 mN 

18094 I 0 N 21"12'32"5 116"9'25"E 

MGAZone 50 412488 mE 7654505 mN 

18099 I 0 N 21"7'15"5 116"15'12"E 

MGAZone 50 422468 mE 7664312 mN 

18100 I 0 N 21"14'23"5 116"6'8"E 

MGAZone 50 406842 mE 7651060 mN 

Register of Aboriginal Sites 

Report run on: Aprll12, 2001 10:34 AM 

R ART Du Boulay creek west 1 

R ART Du Boulay creek west 2 

R Eramurra creek 1 

R Fortescue river croeslng 
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Reference No: AU-RPG5R-23736# 

Date: 02.103/2001 
Primary: !Contact details have been 
auppressea•1 

Date: 02.103/2001 
Primary: !Contact details have been 
auppressea•1 

Dale: 06/03/2001 
Primary: r•contad details have been 
suppressed) 

Date: 06/0312001 
Primary: !Contact details have been 
auppressedj 
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Selection Criteria 
Site Search within specified polygon 
Coordinates Type: AMG Coordinates • AMG Zone: 50 
Coordinates: Eestlng: 475000 Northing: 7710000 

Eastlng: 420000 Northing: 7690000 
Eastlng: 420000 Northing: 7670000 
Eastlng: 475000 Northing: 7700000 
Eastlng: 475000 Northing: 7710000 

96 Site Records Found 

Register of Aboriginal Sites 

Report run on: June 7, 2001 1:20PM 

Legend 
Status Access 

I Interim Register CCiosed 
P Permanent Register OOpen 
S Stored Data V Vulnerable 

Restriction Reliability 
F Female Access Only R Reliable 

M Male Access Only U Unreliable 
N No Gender Restrictions 

Site Types 
C Ceremonial 

RP Repoaltocy I C8che 
S Man-Made Structure 
TModlfled Tree 
EEngravlng 

ART Art&fact 
HIST Historical 

Page 1 
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Reference No: tQ-RPGSR-14307# 

M MytOOioglcal 
BUR Skeletal material/Burial 

FFishTrap 
PPalntlng 
QQuarry 

MD Mlddl!ln I Scatter 
G Grinding patches I grooves 

I Map coordinates (Latitude/ Eestlng & Longitude I Northing) are based on the GDA94 datum. Coordinates are Indicative locetlons a~ may not necessarily represent the true cantnl of sltas, especially If 
access to specific site lnfonnatlon Is tagged as "Closed" or "Vulnerable". The metric grid on Site Searoh Maps are for a specific MGA zone, and does not cater for MGA metric coordlnatas for a different 
MGAzone. 

Latitude/ Longitude/ 
Site Id Status Access Restriction Eastlng Northing RellabiUty Site Type Site Name fnformants Site No 

418 p 0 N 20"43'31"S 116°45'3"E R ART, MD GAS PIPELINE 108 P07540 

MGAZone 50 474045 mE 7708238 mN 

419 p 0 N 20.44'56"$ 116"44'29"E R ART, MD GAS PIPELINE ·1 09 P07541 

MGAZone 50 473066 mE f705613 mN 

912 p 0 N 20"50'12"5 n 16"22'56"E R ART, MD, (G) 40 MILE· EASTERN DUNES P07272 
I. 

MGAZone 50 435739 mE 7695805 mN 

913 p 0 N 20"47'4"5 116"32'42"E u E,ART, MD, G MAITLAND MOUTH 1 P07273 

MGAZone 50 452639 mE 7701655 mN 

914 p 0 N 20"47'13"5 116"32'21"E R E,ART,MD,G MAITLAND MOUTH 2 P07274 

MGAZone 50 452039 mE 7701355 mN 

6555 I 0 N 20"50'48"5 116"36'45"E R ART MAITLAND RIVER BRIDGE P06400 

MGAZone 50 459686 mE 7694780 mN 

8042 p 0 N 20"45'52"5 116"43'34"E R Q,ART,MD CAJUPUT WELL MIDDEN P04642 -----·--··--- . - ·-· - - ·---·--· 
MGAZone 50 471489 mE 7703905 mN 

8043 I 0 N 20"45'57"5 116"44'3"E u ART CAJUPUT WELL SCATIER 1 P04643 

MGAZone 50 472339 mE 7703755 mN 

8044 I 0 N 20.46'16"S 116.44'31"E u ART CAJUPUT WELL SCATTER 2 P04644 

MGAZona 50 473139 mE 7703155 mN 

./ 
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latitude/ Longitude/ 
Site Id Status Aocesa Restrk:tion Eastlng Northing RellabiUty Site Type Site Name lnfom'lants Site No 

8045 I 0 N 20•46'42"5 116"45'26"E u ART CAJUPUT WELL SCA ITER 3 P04645 

MGAZone 50 474739 mE 7702355 mN 

8052 I 0 N 20"50'59"5 116.38'3"E u Q,ART MIAREE POOL P04600 

MGAZone 50 461939 mE 7694455 mN 

8053 I 0 N 20.51 '24"5 116"36'38"E R ART MIAREE POOL STOCKYARDS P04601 

MGAZone 50 459489 mE 7693655 mN 

8065 I 0 N 20°45'24"5 116"44'41"E R Q,ART BORROW PIT 1 P04613 

MGAZone 50 473439 mE n04755 mN 

8066 I 0 N 20°48'16"5 116.39'16"E R ART BORROWPIT4 P04614 

MGAZone 50 464039 mE 7699455 mN 

8067 I 0 N 20"48'23"5 116"39'33"E R ART CHEEDY WEU. NORTH P04815 J 
MGAZone 50 464539 mE 7699255 mN 

8068 I 0 N 20"48'16"5 ~ 16"39'44"E R G CHEEDY WEU. NORTH-EAST P04616 j 

MGAZone 50 464839 mE ~699455 mN 
I 

8069 I 0 N 20049'5"5 116"38'27"E R ART BORROW PITS P04617 

MGAZone 50 462839 mE 7697955 mN 

8286 p 0 N 20"50'39"5 116"35'34"E R ART NATGAS259 P04397 

MGAZone 50 457639 mE 7695055 mN 

8287 I 0 N 20"47'37"5 116"41'10"E R Q,ART NATGAS280 P04398. I 
MGAZone 50 467339 mE 7700655 mN 

8857 I 0 N 20"52'19~ 6"3_1'32"E R ART NATGAS 157 PQ_3611 

MGAZone 50 450639 mE 7691955 mN 

10387 I 0 N 20"52'16"8 116"31 '14"E R ART GAS PIPELINE 59 P018QJj __ 

MOAZone 50 450139 mE 7692055 mN 

10523 p 0 N 20"52'14"5 116"30'47"E R ART GAS PIPELINE 26 ·----. ___ .. f..0162~ 

MGAZone 50 449339 mE 76921 05 mN 

10524 I 0 N 20"53'10"5 116"27'40"E u ART GAS PIPELINE 27 P01630 

MGAZone 50 443939 mE 7690355 mN 
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Report rurt on: June 7, 20011 :20 PM Reference No; 10-RPGSR-14307111 

L.a!ltudal Longitude/ 
Site Id Status Acce88 Restriction EastirJQ Northing Reliability Site Type Site Name Informants Site No 
10525 I 0 N 20"53'0"5 116"26'55"E u Q, ART GAS PIPELINE 28 P01631 

MGAZone 50 442639 mE 7690655 mN 

10526 p 0 N 20"54'26"S 116.25'14"E u ART GAS PIPELINE 29 Data: 01/01/1990 P0163?_/ 

50 439739 mE 7687955 mN 
Prlnl8iy. iContact details have been 

MGAZone suppres9ed"1 And iContad details have been 
suppressed*1 

10527 I 0 N 20"58'18"$ 116"20'22"E u ART GAS PIPELINE 30 P01633 

MGAZone 50 431339 mE 7680855 mN 

10528 I 0 N 21 "2'2"S 116"17'49"E R ART GAS PIPELINE 31/McKAY CRK I 
P01634 

MGAZone 50 426938 mE 7673955 mN 

10574 I 0 N 20"50'19"S 116"34'25"E u ART GAS PIPELINE 23 P01§26_ 

MGAZone 50 455839 mE 7695655 mN 

10575 I 0 N 20"51'24"S 116"32'6"E u ART MD GAS PIPELINE 24 F:01B?L 

MGAZone 50 451639 mE 7693655 mN 

10576 I 0 N 20"51'43"S ~ 16"30'43"E u ART, MD GAS PIPELINE 25 rg.1Q2ft.. 
I 

MGAZone 50 449239 mE 7693055 mN 

10681 I 0 N 20"51 '15"5 116"36'47"E u ART WESTERN LEASE 01 P01469 

MGAZone 50 459739 mE 7693955 mN 

10682 p 0 N 20"49'23"8 116"34'56"E u ART WESTERN LEASE 02 P01470 

MGAZone 50 456582 mE 7697376 mN 

10683 I 0 N 20"48'16"S 116"367"E u T, ART WESTERN LEASE 03 P01471 

MGAZone 50 456569 mE 7699445 mN 

10684 I 0 N 20"47'53"8 116"34'25"E u ART WESTERN LEASE 04 P01472 

MGAZone 50 455639 mE 7700135 mN 

10685 I 0 N 20"47'1"8 116"34'12"E u ART, MD WESTERN LEASE 05 P01473 

MGAZone 50 455239 mE 7701755 mN 

10686 I 0 N 20"47'53"S 116.34'12"E u ART WESTERN LEASE 06 P01474 

MGAZone 50 455239 mE 7700145 mN 





~<:::,(1\)tJ'~ Register of Aboriginal Sites (5~~ PageS 
~d~~~ RPGSRV1.57 
AnoMU iDO: A1 AFIAt~S Dl · •• ,uri'I'~U . N t' 

Report run on: June 7, 2001 1:20PM Reference No: 10-RPGSR-14307# 

Latitude/ Longitude/ -. '•\_•'":-.;: .. -
Site Id Status Access Restriction Eaatlng Northing Retlablllly Site Type Site Name 

. ;;:, .. ;: lntonnanta -:~:. ~-'- -,. Site No 
-~ 

. ~- ;. - :.k .• ~2. ,:,0,· . 
11871 I 0 N 20"52'27"S 116"21'43"E u G NOOREA SOAK. P00308 

MGAZone 50 433639 mE 7691655 mN 

15018 I 0 N 20"51'M"S 116"23'14"E R E,ART, G KARRA THA STATION P07713 

MGAZone 50 436246 mE 7692660 mN 

16018 p 0 N 20"46'33"S 116"44'48"E R ART KARRA THA..SOUTH 

50 473639 mE 7702655 mN 
HEOLAN001 

MGAZone 

16143 p 0 N 20"45'45"S 116"43'2B"E R ART Burrup Pipeline Site 25 
I 

MGAZone 50 471309 mE 7704114 mN 

16257 p 0 N 20"49'31"S 118"37'15"E R Q,ART Mainland (Maltland River) Site 

50 460549 mE 7697155 mN 
20 

MGAZona 

16258 p 0 N 20"46'54"S 116"36'56"E R ART,MD,G Mainland (Maltland River) Site 

50 459993 mE 7701970 mN 
15 

MGAZone 

16259 p 0 N 20"48'24"S P 16"39'42"E u Q, ART,G ~alnland_~itland River) Site_ J 
30 

MGAZone 50 464 790 mE 7899222 mN 
' 

16260 p 0 N 20"47'2"5 116"36'42"E R ART,MD,G Mainland (Maitland RIYBf) Site 

50 459579 mE 7701709 mN 
13 

MGAZone 

16261 p 0 N 20" 46'55"S 116"36'53"E R ART, MD Mainland (Maitland River) Site 

50 459909 mE 7701950 mN 
14 

MGAZone 

16567 I 0 N 20"45'48"5 116"36'21"E R MD Mainland (Maltland River) Site 6 

MGAZone 50 458961 mE 7703984 mN 

16568 I 0 N 20"46'2"8 118"36'3"E R ART, MD Mainland {Maltland River) Site 7 

MGAZone 50 458462 mE 7703572 mN 

16569 I 0 N 20.46'5"S 116"36'2"E R ART, MD Mainland (Mallland River) Site 8 

MGAZone 50 458426 mE 7703464 mN 

16570 p 0 N 20"46'24"8 116"35'49"E R ART,G Mainland (Maltland River) Site 9 

MGAZone 50 458038 mE 7702877 mN 

16571 p 0 N 20"46'4"5 116"36'28"E R ART,G Mainland (Mallland River) Site 

50 4591 BB mE 7703507 mN 
10 

MGAZone 



~Q~s~~ 
~.?~~~ 
1\tiOMU;lSAC ,-.f:I'A.IH: .Iroi J)f11AM I'Mt:N I' 

Latitude/ Longitude/ 
Site Id Status Accesa Reatrlctlon Eastlng Nonhlng 

16572 I 0 N 20"46'37"5 116"36'6"E 

MGAZone 50 458537 mE 7702493 mN 

16573 I 0 N 20.46'43"S 116.38'34"E 

MGAZone 50 459351 mE 7702295 mN 

16574 I 0 N 20.47'2"S 116"38'59"E 

MGAZone 50 460067 mE 7701734 mN 

16575 I 0 N 20"48'36"5 116"3S35"E 

MGAZone 50 457656 mE 7698814 mN 

16576 I 0 N 20"48'55"5 116.37'36"E 

MGAZone 50 461162 mE 7698246 mN 

16577 I 0 N 20" 49'45"5 116"36'54"E 

MGAZone 50 459955 mE 7696723 mN 

16578 I 0 N 20"49'30"5 r 16"3T23"E 

MGAZone 50 460766 mE ~697171 mN 
I 

16579 p 0 N 20°49'50"5 116"37'8"E 

MGAZone 50 460355 mE 7696550 mN 

16580 I 0 N 20"49'13"S 116"36'2"E 

MGAZone 50 461908 mE 7697689 mN 

16581 I 0 N 20"49'9"5 116"38'1 O"E 

MGAZone 50 462123 mE 7697817 mN 

16~82 I 0 N 20"4~'8"S 116"38'14"E 

MGAZone 50 462262 mE 7697846 mN 

16583 I 0 N 20"48'57"5 116"38'48"E 

MGAZone 50 463240 mE 7698195 mN 

16584 p 0 N 20"49'13"5 116"38'48"E 

MGAZone 50 463237 mE 7697718 mN 

16585 p 0 N 20"49'44"5 116"38'50"E 

MGAZone 50 463284 mE 7696745 mN 

Register of Aboriginal Sites 

Report run on: June 7, 2001 1 :20 PM 

Reliability Site Type Site Name 
R ART Mainland (Maltland River) Site 

11 

R Mainland (Maltland River) Site 
12 

R ART Mainland (Maltland River) Site 
16 

R ART Mainland (Maltland River) Site 
17 

R ART Mainland (Maltland River) Site 
18 

R Q,ART Mainland (Maltlend River) Site 
19 

R ART Mainland (Maltland River) Site 
21 

R ART,G Mainland (Maltland River) Site 
22 

R ART M~inlancj_(M!IItland River) Site 
3 

R ART Mainland {Maltland River) Site 
24 

R ART ~Inland {Maltland River} Site 
25 

R ART,G M_alnland (Maltland River) Site 
26 

R ARTG Mainland (Maltland River) Site_ 
27 

R ART,G Mainland (Maltland River) Site 
28 

. ' lnlonnanbs 

Page6 
RPGSRV1.57 

Reference No: IQ-RPGSR-14307-

Site No 



latitude/ Longlludat 
Site Id Status Access Restriction Eastlng Northing 

16586 I 0 N 20.49'46"8 116.38'55"E 

Register of Aboriginal Sites 

Report run on: June 7. 2001 1 :20 PM 

Reliability Site Type Site Name 
R Q,ART 

Informants 

Page7 
RPGSRV1.57 

Reference No: IO-RPG5R-14307# 

Site No 

MGA zone 50 463437 mE 7696693 mN 

Mainland (Mattland River) Site 
29 

16587 I 0 N 20.46'31"8 116"39'51"E R ART, G Mainland (Mallland River) Site Date: 01/01/)_~L. 

16588 

16589 

16590 

16592 

J 17995 

17996 

MGAZone 

0 

MGAZone 

0 

MGAZone 

0 

MGAZone 

0 

MGAZone 

p 0 

MGAZone 

p 0 

MGAZone 

17997 p 0 

MGAZone 

18000 p 0 

MGAZone 

18004 I 0 

MGAZone 

18014 p 0 

MGAZooe 

50 465040 mE 7699001 mN 31 ~~ntact details have been 

N 

50 

N 

50 

N 

50 

N 

50 

N 

50 

N 

50 

N 

50 

N 

50 

N 

50 

N 

50 

20.46'43"S 116.39'54"E 

465146 mE 7698643 mN 

20.48'45"8 116"39'54"E 

465141 mE 7698564 mN 

20.49'46"5 116"40'35"E 

466329 mE 7696701 mN 

20"48'35"8 116"37'48"E 

461503 mE 7698868 mN 

R 

R 

R 

R 

G 

ART, G 

ART,G 

--->i~Jnland (Mailland River) S~--

Mainland (Mailland River} Site 
33 

Mainland (Maitland River) Slta 
34 

Mainland LM.aitl~:~nd River) Site . 
36 

20"47'49"8 ~16"40'58"E R ART Pipeline Corr1dor01 (PC-01} 

460985 mE 7100296 mN 

20"50'35"8 116.36'2"E 

458452 mE 7695164 mN 

20"50'36"8 116"35'59"E 

458344 mE 7695125 mN 

20•51'4"5 116"34'22"E 

455560 mE 7694259 mN 

20•527"5 116"31 '5"E 

449861 mE 7692320 mN 

21.2'10"S 116"17'39"E 

426674 mE 7673709 mN 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

ART Plpe_ltn_e_CQrrtdor 03 (PC-03) 

ART Pl~llne Cortid_or_ 04 (PC.04) 

ART Pipeline Corridor 07 (PC-07} 

ART Pipeline Cortidor 11 (PC-11) 

ART Pipeline Conidor 15 (PC-15) 

Date: 26/0212001 / 
Primary. {**Contact details have been 
suppressed"1 And {**Contact details have been 
suppressed"1 

Date: 26/02/2001 
Primary. {**Contact details have been 
suppressed*1 And r·Contact details have been 
suppressed*1 

Date: 28/0212001 
Primary. {**Contact details have been 
suppresse<l*1 And r·eontact details have been 
suppressed"1 

Data: 28/0212001 
Primary. ["Contact details have been 
suppressed*1 And r•eontact details have been 
suppressed*1 

Date: 28/02/2001 
Primary: {**Contact details have been 
suppressad*1 And r·eontect details have been 
suppressad*1 

Date: 2810212001 
Primary: [*"Contact detaHs have been 
suppressedj And r·eontact details have been 
suppressed*1 



~~~r;Qt?~ Register of Aboriginal Sites ->o ($~~ <> PageS 
~t?~~~ RPGSRV1.57 
J\ lH' HtU;I S' AI A F IAta .... Ot:I~ARTMI: N T 

Report run on: June 7, 20011:20 PM Reference No: 10-RPGSR-14307# 

Latitude/ Longitude/ 
Site Id Status Atx:ess Restriction Eastlng Northing Reliability Site Type Site Name )·It Informants Site No 
18090 I 0 N 20"54'13"$ 116"25'26"E R ART Devil Brook east Date: 02/03/2001 / 

50 440087 mE 7688406 mN 
Pr1mary: [**Contact detalls have been 

MGAZone suppressed*1 

18091 p c N 20"54'20"5 116"25'16"E R ART, HIST DaY!~ aeek camp Date: 02.10312001 J 
50 439791 mE 7688182 mN 

Primary. [**Contact details have been 
MGAZone suppressed*1 

18092 I 0 N 20"54'11"S 116"25'36"E R ART DevH creek 3 Date: 02.103/2001 J 
----·· ·--· ---

Primary: [**Contact details have been 
MGAZone 50 440372 mE 7688476 mN suppressed"] 

18098 I c N 20"51'18"$ 116"31'10"E R ~.M. HIST Yuku~~- Date: 06103/2001 

50 450017 mE 7693821 mN 
Primary: { .. Contact tletalls have been 

MGAZone suppressed*1 

18097 p 0 N 20"53'36"S 116"26'35"E R ART, G Mullewa Stock Route camp Date: 0610312001 

50 442065 mE 7689561 mN 
Pr1mary. [-Contact details have been 

MGAZone suppressed"1 

18098 I 0 N 20"54'5"S 116.25'42"E R Oevll Brook Government well Date: 0610312001 

50 440538 mE 7688655 mN 
camp Primary: iContact details have been 

MGAZone supr:nssed*1 
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~o~~VU.?~ 
CS~?.:> 

~.?~"""~ 
1'\ KOAic : ISAol AI=I41R S Ol:rAM.I .MI".N r 

Selection Criteria 
Site Search within spectfled polygon 
Coordinates Type: AMG Coordinates • AMG Zone: 50 
Coordinates: Eastlng: 479000 Northing: 7714000 

Eastlng: 475000 Northing: 7714000 
EastlllQ: 475000 Northing: 7705000 
Eastlng: 479000 Northing: 7705000 
Eastlng: 479000 Northing: 7714000 

13 Site Records Found 

Register of Aboriginal Sites 

Report nm on: June 11, 2001 11 :37 AM 

Legend 

Status Access 
I Interim Register CCiosed 

P Permanent Register OOpen 

S Stored Data V Vulnerable 

Restriction Reliability 
F Female Access Only RRelleble 

M Male Access Only U Unreliable 

N No Gender Restrictions 

Site Types 
C Ceremonial 

RP Repository I cache 

s Man-Made StnJcture 

TModlfled Tree 

EEngravlng 

ART Artefact 
HIST Historical 

Page 1 
RPGSRV1.57 

Reference No: IQ.RPGSR-14368# 

M Mythological 

BUR Skeletal material/Burial 

FFish Trap 

PPalntlng 

QQuany 
MD Mldden I Scatter 

G Gflndlng patches I grooves 

l Map coordinates (Latitude I Eastlng & Longitude I Northing) are based on the GDA94 datum. Coordinates llf8 Indicative locations and may not necessarlty represent the true centre of sites, especially If 
access to speclflc slta Information Is tagged as "Ciosed" or "Vulnerable*. The mebic grid on Site Search Maps are for a specific MGA zone, and does not cater for MGA mebic coordinates fo: a different 
MGAzone. _ ___ ______ _ ______ 

Latitude/ Longitude( 

Site Id Status Access Restrlctlon East!ng Northing Refiablltty Site Type Site Name lnfonnants $Ita No 

5543 I 0 N 20"42'43"S 116"45'53"E u ART KARRATHA AIRPORT. P06440 

MGAZone 50 475489 mE 7709705 mN 

8919 I 0 N 20"42'29"8 116"47'28"E R ART, MD KARRATHA AIRPORT EAST P03562 

MGAZone 50 478239 mE ~710155 mN 

8959 I 0 N 20"44'55"S •
1
116"47'21"E u ART KARRA THA WEST ACCESS P03550 

MGAZone 50 476039 mE 7705655 mN 
RD 01 

8960 I 0 N 20.45'11"S 116"47'21"E u ART KARRATHA WEST ACCESS P03551 

MGAZone 50 478039 mE 7705155 mN 
RD02 

8961 I 0 N 20"45'18"S 116"47'17"E u MD KARRATHA WEST ACCESS P03552 

50 477939 mE 7704955 mN 
R003 

MGAZone 

9601 I 0 N 20"44'55"8 116"46'32"E · u ART THIRTEEN MILE WELL P02589 

MGAZone 50 476639 mE 7705655 mN 

10962 I 0 N 20.42'36"8 116"45'34"E u ART POWERUNE SURVEY 101 P01221 

MGAZone 50 474939 mE 7709855 mN 

16687 p 0 N 20"40'32"S 116"45'38"E R MD Oampler Salt Levee 37 Site 3 

MGAZone 50 474989 mE 7713755 mN 

16689 p 0 N 20"40'30"5 116"45'49"E R ART, MO Q~ Salt Lema 37 SR!t 

50 475389 mE 7713805 mN 
Site 1 

MGAZone 



~0--~tro,?~ 
G;~Z> 

~/lryj~~ 
Anuau;tsAI. Al· tAtM S nrrAAt"Mt:N T 

latitude/ Longitude/ 
Site Id Status Access Restriction Eastlng Northing 

16690 p 0 N 20.40'54"8 116"45'41"E 

MGAZone 50 475139 mE 7713055 mN 

16691 p 0 N 20"40'53"S 116"45'32"E 

MGAZone 50 474889mE 7713105mN 

16692 p 0 N 20"40'46"S 116"45'34"E 

MGAZone 50 474939 mE 7713305 mN 

16693 p 0 N 20"40'27"8 116°45'42"E 

MGAZone 50 475189 mE 7713905 mN 

Register of Aboriginal Sites 

Report run on: June 11, 2001 11 :37 AM 

Reliability Site Type Site Name 

R ART Dampler Salt levae 37 Spit 
Site 2 

R ART Dampler Salt Levee 37 Spit Site 
3 

R ART,G Damplar Salt L&vee 37 Spit Site 
4 

R ART Dampler Salt l.&vee 37 Spit Site 
5 

Informants 

Page2 
RPGSRV1.57 

Reference No: IQ-RPGSR-14368# 

Site No 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY __ ....:;C_:A.P_t:....__;_Pe-=-tS.:::...;m~N;___ ______ _ DATE __ 1...:....9 _A_.p_e_--=' L.-~2c..;:;O,..:;::O:_I_,_. __ 

FIELD SITE NO. 1 PHOTOS --~v ___________________ _ 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 

GRID REF. AGM 

_______ 1:100.000 

40 r i ~ 7 f- 70bb3'5N - 40S 3l'7l f. 10k:-42rcN · 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

1 andform : n oOD Z.ONt, 
' geology : &1 13 S~Q ~ AH~-tV 'Al.-· . 

vegetation : type IM~oe..r~D ACACIAS, 

cover 912.0vt:::-D 

species 

water : type ~~P~OO~~:__· ________ . distance --~~~~ OO~m~~~0~~-7~, ---------
di stu:bance _: ty~e BOg:[ /Tf?..AC~ · amo"unt 
surface vi si bi 1 i ty C.OW~-PR(')VVVS:r b . B'l 6\~Eo~ 

SIT.E DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions NS A·5km- EW ___ ~~5~0~m~- -------------
boundaries : ~ · natural/artificial 

components ~Q_~~tJt> +-lU&S. , C<JBBt~S 

stratification : 

no. of artefacts : approx. 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

total 
SPr-.t2Sf, 

discrete/diffuse 
Uttf-.1 ~· /(J, t/, t:JI( S I (c, ['-;; ..: £, ::- L.,C.~~ '=. 

I:.-' '~ 
.1; 
I • ) I(} 

~ 

· · 1 >; ~ r :.'l ~ n (I 1 o: .Hr~~ o · i. ' · : ' . 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY ----~~~~~~P~e~v~S\~O_N ______________ __ DATE 2o Ape.JL..- 200 I . 

FIELD SITE NO . 2 PHOTOS 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100.000 

GRID REF. AGM ~ 4-215i';D , Ib11A-2B 'J'I A-2 1Ab0 · 1to1!2)5 5421S5f. 7b 7 11P;J. . 

OTHER REFERENCE f:.1 2 l b2b . 7b11350 4)1 5 fb.1b 7!30b (covtr 'NnZti.noN ) 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation type 
I 

cover ------~D~l~N~~~~~-~~?~·~c_r_, __________________________ __ 
species [v,·oa ,~ I Ac~A vivk 

water : type t:VGVVlH~lA~ WU~.. distance ?JOOm vast , 
disturbance : type --~N~w~f~~Q~~·~~--------- amount 

surface visibility 20(t 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 
NS _______ I4~4~~~---------EW ____ ~I~b~0--~~-------------
natural /a• t if i c i al discrete/diffuse 

components 

stratification 

1/0lbglft fvk~{S , COQf(,. srtfkl ~Gtf,sce.A ~r<s. O-iter filAI-" S-: f t: ~o/~t-1 ' .\J .... 
I 

ON 1ZQCt. 

no. of artefacts approx. total --~'0~0~5~-----------------------

dens~ty of artefacts : ----~S_P_A~Q$~6-------------------------------

sample of artefacts : ------------------------------------------------

' 

Recorded by 9\vt,l( ~1cGA~~ . uro~.-,N~ y.~' Nt i w,~re.tD HtOS 

Client 



5 

10 

15 

20 

2-5 

Dimensions Str.Pl Util/Retou 
Artefact colour lit h. L w Th W/L E/C OA :;(C Remarks 

-

j, 

--

All measurements mm. Lithic Code: Qolerite,guartz,FS:indurated fine-grair 
sediment,FC:foreign chert,LC:local chert,lronstone, - - -

Sketch ~ 

T''o<d

~"""'"'" 0-..)}..c r bf' 

Qz ::. Quo.v-tz.ite, ~"Si lcre..te. 
1 
~ =- C.ho.l~e,c/ony# 

CP2 

\ 
\ 

'\ 

" '\ 
\ 

\ 
~CP;Lf; 

J 
/ 

/ 
/ 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY CA'y6 912{%-(0 N DATE 20 Af'IZJ L- 2iJO I 

FIELD SITE NO. 3. PHOTos --"-L-~o.r:--"o...:...;H:.c_1 ..;_;c J2.o?=-. _. _....:..1;()-=-o;:_;.,t _;_r :...:.t-J.;:_Gl:_S_ . _ 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM --------------~4~~ ~~~J_I ~b~·-7~, o~1 t~' O~~~. J~I _. ______________ __ 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : ~\.:~A e.-rz 0LAJC.Q.OP / +1lVv ~ Vv n.-00£/Pl..AIN· 

geology : (V/.A IL·rt 

vegetation : type --~~~~~A~~~~o.;~----------------------------------~-
cover 

species 

water : type vvwYYl..WOM 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions NS 

50/· 

Swt0.CI ii~A· b~J~,~v'~ distance :..:oF"""'.D:;....:.;.v. ..::::Bo::..:t~"v(.::..:::?..l.i+·f_· --------
NA'rV\12-A k · amount 

SO'l. - r:.ow.ovow ~~~ t} lit · f.)· b b~r; 

/l_ W\ EW J. Vfl 
--~~~-------------------

boundaries natural/~ discretefS~~ 

components \..4-5+1'1 GJQ{,.j .~ANb~D ;-. S . f L,t.r..~~ 

stratification : ---------------------------------------------------
no. of artefacts approx. 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

Recorded by 

Client 

total AI \ 
----~~------------------------

VV\OptgA:"\t · 

A ll~ <;:;;. ! _ J v v I.... 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY ___ C__;A:.:...:~~?-~_S_Ti_O_N'--------- DATE __ 1_0_A;.:_P..:..::eJ::...:L--::....__:2:!::;o.::::..O...:._I __ 

FIELD SITE NO. 

MAP SHEET - 1:250,000 -------- 1: 100,000 --------=-
GRID REF. AGM ____ ----=:.L1::....!.1.::::..3L1=-SlL1.J.........:.... _l.:_b:::....:b:::..._;.;:/4::.:.....:~~5::.:.·---------

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : OM.Afl.:fl. Ovt1C 20P/HtY\.-I r-Jft-OO'.Dt .A tN . 

geo 1 ogy : CMAe..V. 

vegetation : type --~~~e~A~~~~~tS~·-----------------------~-
cover 

species 

water : type Vv/.{-1HU.O!A. v 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

% 

~fo 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS _____ -_~ _;A ________ EW _____ fl_W_l ______________ __ 

natural /..a-P-ti fi ci-a...l ~ di screteldi f fuse 

components 

stratification 

b4tct f!M.i vv LC C!·tt,-C mef.t r(?J. f:-L /;t>t-(, ~ Bt-.t.t.f ~t.-A~t:( . 

no. of artefacts approx. total ----~~~~-------------------
dens~ty of artefacts : ------~~~l~OD~S~~~- A~.rr~·-·-------------------
sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 
,-;: ,· .- ( Y/ 1, · r I r , ·,.,,' ,.· -;--,; ro~r. 
V ~ l" .. a.~>'J il ,_ .......,- ~ ~ 'J(_ • 

V 

Recorded by 

Client t>.w.n:. -.t. 



5 

10 

15 

20 

i:!-5 

Dimensions Str.Pl Util/Retou 
Artefact colour lith. L w Th W/L E/C OA '-C Remarks 

). 

-· 

All measurements mm. Lithic Code: ~olerite,~uartz,FS:indurated fine-gra ir 
sediment,FC:foreign chert,LC:local chert,_!r·onstone , 

, Q z =- Qucn· tz. i te ) ~ '"G i le re.. t e. ) ~ =- C.ha I ~ e..clor.y. 

03 tf: CP4 
Sketch 

0 
~ 

No~'"Th 

~ 
Cf~a , 

'c...o-..1 ~ 
u 
0 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY ------~~~~~~~~5~\l_oN~-------------- DATE .20 A Pet!.- 200 I. 

FIELD SITE NO. 5 . PHOTOS ____ J __ ~~~O~t~~ N~~~~~~----------

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 --------------- 1:100,000 

GRID REF . AGM _____ 4 :...._1_1 _17_::B::.-t.=----!-1 -=..b.:;_b _1 9_:__~~S:..._- ~&:...~..:) A-::;....;...:.;1 \ 4:J...2:::...:b~f; _7!....:;b:...!::.!? ...!..! ..:d..3~bt1:::L, :...::N_· 

ENVIRONMENT 

1 and form : CfLt t t VV1A!2.f11 N 

geology : Al!IMv'IA lv · 

vegetation : type ----~~~tA~~~~t~~------------------------------~--
cover _______ b~O~~~o -----------------------------------

species ---------------------------------------------
distance --~A~D~1~A~Cf~Nr~· ---------

disturbance : type ----~w~N~r~ee~--------- amount --~~~~~O~N~A~~-· ------
surface visibility Ot• 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions NS ____ =1~(~?~~J --~ ___________ EW ____ -=Z~5~0~M~· --------------
boundaries natura 1 /a-P-t-i-f-i c.:i-aJ discrete/diffuse 

components ~V\(;vf ' vO I (Q.A-vi (~ . +:<; . .fwJe<J I se· Q.Dtrt ~ ltfVl'e !-1>0. Y/0. ft ~ ,·C'J 

strati fi cation po~s, bk tu!11Hf - \100 ~10 '0t 
no. of artefacts approx. total ______ /~t~O~~· ---------------------
density of artefacts : --------~v1'~. o~dv~~~a~~( ________________________ _ 
sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY ------~C~A~~~~fet~S-~~D_N __________ _ DATE ,2 1 APE.JL---- 200( . 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 

PHOTOS / ~f {h!t &tV/ W11k.;t/1wiv! (Pb- 8. 
' V CDb c-11 ufr ~ 

1:100,000 

FIELD SITE NO. _______ 0 ______ _ 

GRID REF. AGM 42.09 75 f:.. lbl270t1 N -

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation type 

0 .,. cover --------~~'~'· ------------------------------------
species rr,- ~~ . 

water : type 0vtk01 Cgt.t-~t.. I N 6 · distance 66-lOW. 
~~~--------------~ 

disturbance : type amount 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

components 

NS ______ ~~4~~~1 __________ EW ____ ~3~1~~~-------------
natural/ae~~+a+- discrete/~fuse 

Ef)Vl?E.-~ t.-ND DtB,TAG!S ; ~~nO \..-IT~ . 

stratification 

no. of artefacts approx. total lOOS · 
----~--------------------------

density of artefacts : l/£1~t: t rJCtl\.JTI2-ATl t ,t.JC . 

sample of artefacts : ..------------------------------------------------
COMMENTS 

- St U:C'!fd OV1 11(1 Or -f CiCD of 01Jv_ : .J':r~ ,·1f I l~c h a\:~ (}: r~ j ,/f, f)/'j ( (n f 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY ----~~~f~~~P=0D~S~~~ON ____________ ___ DATE ). I AP£1[,- 200 f · 

FIELD SITE NO. __ 1:.._.__ __ PHOTOS _ _:_·I_C:::....:..P_-.:::.-b -__..B~GJ:J..:.!A-=-~(){~. ___ _ 

MAP SHEET - 1:250,000 1:100JOOO 

GRID REF. AGM LJ20 7 02 f · 7 b 72 bbb N · 3) .t 10 72.6 ~ 1 .. {, 72 t t!.6 1\/ 

OTHER REFERENCE V1A ~Vt ~V~ (!.0} 0. CCvd io [.? 0 ~:! :dB . 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

50o'o cover " 

spec; es Tv!ooiGl . 

water : type ----~G~H~~~~I~C~4{~t~~~~~· -- distance --~r~~~~f~D~I~A~~~~~~~~Bf~L~O~W~·--
disturbance : type -----~~QA--~-~~-~-·---------- amount 

f 60.,. sur ace visibility ,, 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions NS ______ ~)_O_~ ___________ EW ______ ~A_O_M __ +p~l~lW~{O~,(~~~~~ -c~l~G~~f_. 

boundaries natural/~rtifici~ 

ro vfQITB BlADe& ' components 

stratification 

discrete/diffuse 

no . of artefacts : approx. total ----~' O~O_S ______________________ _ 

density of artefacts : --------~P~fN~~f~·--------------------------
sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 
(l f ' - \ ov1;1.a o, roe k 

·r'" j I , • ."l i.J If '• 1} . ~ , J... V· ~ ~ .· , . / 

.,) ' 

V Jov vfn .. : ~ ~ <r Yl ~ ·t '· ·- · . ·, ,r·. ~. ·,, r'' ' 'r;,,. ·rd.~ ·: - ~ ~ 1......- · v Y ;\ ./V ' ,, 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY ------~CA~~~-f~~=V~S~~~ON~------------ OAT E __ .!._1_A._.P_+Z._I_L_2._0_0_l ___ _ 

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS ___ J~--C~P~b~- ~B~G~~~'1~~A~·~~· ____ ___ 

MAP SHEET- 1:250 1 000 

GRID REF. AGM 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

1:100,000 

4JOB56f 76 72 19bN -

50 % 

species 1vt'odrO. 
water : type --~~=~~vl~i __ C~Q~U~~~L '~N~t~_ 
disturbance : type---------------------- amount ----------------
surface visibility So% 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS 36 m EW ______ ---!..,~_J_n_r: ________ _ 

naturalta~tifieia+- discrete/diffuse 

components 

stratification 

5~4-DC F t--A ILf_S, AND -re I MrYltP &7T<~-G 61 '..- 1.~ <;_ . 

no. of artefacts : approx. total 100. 
--------~---------------

density of artefacts : ------~M~OD~f=QA~Tf~·-------------------------

sample of artefacts : -------~-----------------------------------

COMMENTS 
(!} OS J. r 1 1dc ,..! :2 .,· '~ ~ ('9"1 V]/D 1,1 K • t V <.!,. {,;./ 11 r • • 

J. 

Recorded by 

Client 

• 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY CAPt re&SION 

FIELD SITE NO. ~ · 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 

DATE 2 1 ltf',e I l- 200 I 

PHOTOS __ J_.:...:.~O.:.;_ok_Vv1-7t·~-t~M:...:..f_o_~..:..(#~---=.!..:.( f-..:_/1:__fi.!...., ' 
1_0_._ 

1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM W 4Z l4J5 .107l7l f? 5421473. 1'o7l/03 

OTHER REFERENCE f421'5~0 · 1 b 12 73~ NA-2 1503. 7 b 72 7 ~5 

ENVIRONMENT 

1 and form : (lAf SfON'f_ OIAf trZOP 

geology : Ge.AI\l rft ~ l?.6t>f\l/vl.t VlA.lt · 

vegetation : type ________ G~~~ss~e~s~--------------------------~--
cov er --------:0::....:%-=-o _.:....crvt-....:..._.:.._O~_'f-=-C 2.~0-=-P:._!_., 5::.....:0::.....·_7c _o:...:.n.:::.....:...M:....!.A~071~.:..:.1 N..:...:·~----

(r,-od t~ . species 

water : type tvtttnVVI Uit distance fo. ~f · 
disturbance : type ______ _..:...: __________ amount----------------

surface visibility 50% 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 
dimensions NS ______________ rC_O.:..__m ___ EW ________ ~t 5_S.:..__m-=-----------

boundaries natural/artificial discrete/diff~se 

components t()[.,e, Q.rrt ~ 2'H-\0V\ft · &lAPBS, SCeJ>,PtES ~ (lA~t-S 

stratification : -----------------------------------------------
no. of artefacts approx. total lOO ______ _..:.;~--------------------
density of artefacts : ------~0.:.._1~0~D~tQA==f~£.:..__ ___________________ ___ 
sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY fiAff_ P£f-$f0N DATE )) APVL-,2001 

FIELD SITE NO. 10 · PHOTOS I WokWi~ ftJ.Af OVC.( (P.1~'i0. 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM 42t2obf. 7b12bfjQN . 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 0/. 01\J OU.fCeD.P / :Oi'c ON vt-1AffiN . 

species f Vt'odr~ . 
water : type frf& Vv}1 i1·Ul Gut distance -~f"""a'-"-rf'-·-------"""' 
disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

amount ---------------

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 
NS ______ 4~4r, ~M=----------EW ____ ~32~m~~'--------------
natural/artifici~ 

components 

stratification 

.Do~ r;Zjlf. f . ~'I +lO c ,T£. 
discrete/~iff~se 

fvA~:-ts. . 

no. of artefacts approx. total ~50. 
------~----------------------

density of artefacts : l'v1 0DE:f2Af~ /Spt.f?:.ft · 

sample of artefacts : -
COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY CArt P£t-SrorJ DATE 21 APi2 'l 200/ . 

FIELD SITE NO. ----~1_1 ______ __ PHOTOS J e.,ve-e E)8-D- ~ookvviq tl. 
MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 

GRID REF. AGM 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

1:100,000 

40'135ot 7b725B'N 

() 

landform : O~D roert-SCV•f £.tVU2.. Bt:t:> J/,AVS IN- tASrt:-l2.N MAe61N. 

geology : 21\/{;2. COSB~ .Z: f?.C> AV'vi-Wt A\.. 

vegetation : type ------~~~QA~S=Sf~v~~------------------------------~--
cover 50 .. , 

spec i es tvrr-dr~ 
water : type Old fOlftJ(Mt Q i.l/ltl 
disturbance : type ______ W~A~f~0~Q~--------- amount SiASONAC--

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

At2fffAC.r SCA.T f €. . 

NS )OM EW __ ~AO~~~-----------------
site type 

dimensions 

boundaries natural/~ifieial discrete/~iffu~ 

components 

stratification 

B~Aet: Wt-12.-r ::-LA ~(.5. t.r-Jt> SCI2J~ ?f fS. l>Otfe rrt: f""vA ~£~ t C'D~~ 

no. of artefacts approx. total ~50 · 
----~~-------------------------

density of artefacts : C:,vll.Q~f 
--------~--~----------------------------

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 
1o .r, . , I -• 

(' _, .- 0 ()- y' •/ fll/ .1r, .r f., ,\ .• 
. l • I • ~ ., I .., j {., {, .., ,., 

lr 1 ' ' ' · I .. - yuJ ... · . -;· .. -. ·- '7 
...... ..; A.?. . ' · ~ ~ ~ - • ·~ ' ·(' . 

11 I • • 
I 11 -/-' ' 1 -~ 

vV;, v'v.;.J.-t. '.! ~ )I ' t •• I 

!IG O l. ~~,.ll. ,,_ , ' /lv "(t/ ;f) fll t~ , ~. ' '~ ". J'/c·· ···· r fl'~ ~·J • , I - • ,.' ) ..# .r \ •· , ) "- / ~ , • 

~ 

Recorded by (.\COL l t-J ! ' ~;; '11:: r .:.h:1/ J '{,; \·) t .qt-[ 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY CAP£ pe.~TON DATE .21 APl(.IL 2o0/ . 

FIELD SITE NO. __ ..:::...t-2 ____ PHOTOS J V'Jtkfett> ft!(ts. l oob1 ~0 'tJ. 
<i 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM 409 10 1 t: 7 b 7 24tJ7 N · 

OTHER REFERENCE 150m SoJtVf~ oF C:Ptl. 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : ~Jvrl2. tDBB~ ~ 12tD-AvtU\/'.Al. 

vegetation : type -------~~QA~~~$~~~·--------------------------~--
cover 50"1, 

species fv,odr·a. 
water : type Old fqd{Y ~1./J fZiv.&r d i stance _ _..lli~Hu1..:...;Vl.:....:.1 L-;f D:::....:..:;l A..__re-L..l<::.....· _____ _ 

di s turbance : type WAr~e_ amount __;:S~e.AJ::..:...J.:$::.:0:::..:N...::A1~· ...:_· ___ _ 

surface visibility --------~5~0~"-' -----------------------------

SITE DESCRIPTION 

NS 100 wr EW AO wr 
----~~---------------

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries natural/a'rti f i c i a-l--: -G+-screte-fdi ffuse 

components 

stratification 

l)jfQ:r £; DO ~errG rvA~t.S ~ Cr£.~ ~ ~C€..AP15f?~ . 

no. of artefacts approx. total ~50 
-----~~------------------

density of artefacts : 1/. SPAQ..St;. 
------~~~~------------------------

sample of artefacts : -
COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY -------~-P-~ __ P_e_t_~_O_I~------------- DATE __ 2_! __ A'?_2-_I_~_:ZO __ O_f_. __ _ 

FIELD SITE NO. t3 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 

PHOTOS J I Lookv~S . tifMANClli?.OVt:S . N{ W.ovtn:dt' 
{}J?o.d {M(b,..k1pi\".' 

1:100,000 __________ ....__ 

GRID REF. AGM 4 II! 05 t- 1 ~13l 71 N 6-411 13b. 7b72CJ ?J3 

OTHER REFERENCE G 411 03~ · 7 b 72. 7B5 D 4 11 0~ 2 . 7 b 72 0 7 3 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 50 i'o 

species !5uu?Jnvts, (n'OP,.C!. 
I I I 

I ) 

water : type PQO 1,. ~ S. Avi Nf,. distance wY1»1fb/Ait:' · 

disturbance : type WA-raz_ amount --=SA:...c...:......vl..:..;f\l=B-_· _____ _ 

surface visibility -----~5~0~h ________________________ __ 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions NS ______ ~0~D~O~m~·--------EW ____ _L9~7~m~--------------
boundaries 

components 

n at u r a l I a:rt-i-f-i -e-i-a::l tM s c r e 1: e Id i f fuse 
CHtr2:(, e~HO!)f6, r:>Ol.-£2/ft:-. rvA ~t<;,S(~IZS , G£2.r NDfN<S N1 Aif0Ai- . S.HEA~lS. 

r ' 

stratification : -----~------------------------------
no. of artefacts approx. total rOO DS. 

density of artefacts : ----~~~t~N~S~~-------------------------
sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 
-- Sht{(J--- [whvvr. [rC!, AVI~oi?~t('( ,&;t(u. 

/1 W f~:vJ. •. } vt DCOf. t1 f!t( tt:?,.·.:/}; f/l{ :f t?._ ,ij 0·1?':/"0 ~ ,J/l-. ·. rue ;t~ID.ff. Yti1Cif 

f?u, SUOrtd h1knc?l .. ·. I he ooo/ fo1 !~/~? vC v·. v ,J 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY ------~C~AV~~~~~t~S~fC~N~------------- DATE _ ___::::.2:.;...2_A_o_e_l _l·_2_CO.....:_:.\_ 

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS ./ 1 lM~IIJ~ N ~ - OVfQ Hlll\ f, . I or C(J~ ~
MAP SHEET- 1:250JOOO --------------- 1:100.000 

GRID REF . AGM _____ 4~1 O--.::b:...:..2..:...2-.:~-7--=b~lo~5:..__0..:._0......:b:..__N _______ _ 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

1 andform : R)OTI-\ 1\A) AWV~ PH BOWvA" Ce£1%-
geo 1 ogy : IQONSfON(. C1gA VE-t.- · 

vegetation : type Gd2.AS£t% S~t\Al{ (hWYI.rn£~~ ~' C.i !2vtBS . 

0 '(· 
cover ----~~~v~----~~--------------------------

speci es /nod iC? I Araua { (uca{l.fPfi . 
' I' 

water : type [?k'l BQVIk(i uzt~t: distance IV AC0VV1 SOVvTt+- -WtSr. --
disturbance : type WAIB2. amount stA9JNALr 

surface vi si bi 1 i ty 707. 
----~~---------------------------------

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

components 

NS 2.5 EW 1()0 
------~------------------

natural~ discrete~ 

Do~e_lff (Of.etJ;<; , rt,Ar£:~, c H00?~12S ft}lt-e SCe.JPSQ.~ . 

stratification 

no. of artefacts approx. total ----~'~OO~S_. ____________________ __ 
density of artefacts : MOpp2A1l llf161~ y Q:--1; rr'f . 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

{ 
. I ~ I /) I l 

- f •l ....,, . liKJ{ / Vill ... ( ~'-~fp ..... ..-,,'} ,, ... ,, '/. 
t, CJ •. l!.Y•"- V ~ ., J Vt:_ , fir .. '\ 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 

FIELD SITE NO. IS I - I ~'\ 
PHOTOS ---~~~O~f~S~P'~(_. ~l ~:_P ~J~--~-1~· -------

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 

GRID REF. AGM 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species 

1:100,000 

420076£ lb~2 0b5 N. 

SO't, 

water : type ------------------- distance 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

f/,'bbl.. N · site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 
NS ________ ~I~O~m~-------- EW ______ ~IO~YI~n ________________ __ 

natural!ertifici~l discrete/diffuse 

components 

stratification 

ANAt>~f?A Sh t,~- ~~ 

no. of artefacts approx. total 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

,'J, .r l ~ ,7 "' i //i f-·; , . .-: 
j -· '" .J'' . . . ...... j _,,; 

Recorded by 

Client 

y I •• ' IL /' ' I . . 1 _,.. J ·./ 



. M2. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY --------~-r-~ __ P_e_t~_~_O_N __ . ----------- DATE J_ o APr2.1 v 200 I 

FIELD SITE NO. 10 PHOTOS 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM :j 21121- & 7b 9l ~Z'1 N 420otQbf 1 b'tZ7 b9 N 

OTHER REFERENCE 4 20 ?Jb4 (;: lb ~ Z 700 N A 201 b~£-l09 2 b 7/ N . 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species 

50'1· 

water : type------------------- distance---------------------
disturbance : type BQ.O~ ION amount 

surface vi si bi 1 i ty 50ic 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions NS _______________________ EW ________________________ __ 

boundaries natural/artifi€i~~ -dise~/diffuse 

components Anttdvuo fovlnUH·f~/1), SQMC ftAJDV~ltt? f3 L.Aft A.Nt>TAN C.rtt: e.r . BtliCKf.~ . . 
I :::; ) 

strati f i eat; on : aroVlOi'f.D PI sc~J;. 

no. of artefacts approx. total NSO 
----~-------------------------

density of artefacts : -" OvASSIONA l- SfON~ AR1"UAcr· 

sample of artefacts : 

Recorded by 

Client 



MS . 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

DATE 23 A~C2!!.- 2001 . 

FIELD SITE NO. ----~'~1 ______ __ PHOTOS _ __ .J ___ o_r_S-_0 _1-r....;.(_G_.P_. _16_-_1 ?_)_ . __ 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM 4 2 o 3 2-B f. 1 b ~ 2 0 7 6 N · 

OTHER REFERENCE ~ ) .tJ 2 o 12 p, 6 1 b 12 0 5o N 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 50~ 

Species ______ Lf,~r~,.O~O~fa~·--------------------------------
Water : type distance-----------------
disturbance : type -~~~eo~~~'O_N __________ _ amount 

surface visibility 50~ 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

MIDr:O\I 

NS ________ ~I~~---------EW ___ ~\0~--------------

site type 

dimen;;,ions 

boundaries 

components 

stratification 

natural/aftificial discrete/~fuse 

no. of artefacts : approx. total 

density of artefacts : ~ 
s ample of artefacts : ~1 r£.. ..----......_ 

) __ ~~ \ 
COMMENTS fv1.AN&il-ov£ C!?U.~ ~ 

- Ccmb1·cd-to et ra;scd l .. <l O bdVJ(lA· 'I iiudn ilf-1 O'.l·?d 0·1anq1ovc cLClt. 

Recorded by 

Client 



S5. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM 41~b~q ~ 7 bg2B&J N. 'bJ4 fq&bO t- "1h~2 Bo~ N 

OTHER REFERENCE Cl41~7 /5t 1b~ 27fy? t.J · b)~ I9734C:· 1/:;<=)2~•2/N. 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species 

~5/c 

water : type------------------- distance 

disturbance : type amount 
----~----------

surface vi si bi 1 i ty 15to 'o ~·J dof£/ ::c ::_ Vu(] hi. Vt Sthfe · 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS ______________________ EW ________________________ __ 

natural/arti f1cia1 discrete/~iffus~ 

components 

stratification 

t::oUe.r 1-6 f"L.A)(..tS AN D COI2:t.S . 

no. of artefacts approx. total !OOS 
----~~-----------------------

density of artefacts : {M11,·fw t1Mtl11bt;/ 011/ wi (0J!j(C1':.:1u,~fr6r:£ 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

V V 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY ___ C_A_P.:._~_pe_---'t;--=8_10---'N ______ _ DATE __.:.;f:.:...'"' 3=:...:_. f-1....:.... ?....:...f~~ ·....:...._....-=..;_:.::' 0~0:.._:1_. _ 

FIELD SITE NO. 19 PHOTOS _ /:.___N_.:;:.6::_· ·--------

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 ---------- 1:100.000 ------------~ 

GRID REF. AGM (l 4 17 1~5~ 1b'J559J I N S/411119 t 1b'J5022N 

OTHER REFERENCE C/ 41 J l2 CJ-£- 1 b ~5 b 7-f N 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

P01Nr oF CA P6 pgf:SrON - Oll1:1l l20f?S . 

cover 

species 

water : type ------------- distance 

disturbance : type--------------

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

amount 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS_~~~~-3~~~t0~W~· -------EW ____________________ _ 

natural/~PtifiClal 

components 

stratification 

fi.A ~s 7.' coe.r:s 
-

discretefd;ffuse 

no. of artefacts : approx. total ----~~/O~O~s~----------------------
density of artefacts : __________ P~t~N~~~~v ________________________ __ 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 
o a111a\ of doil td~ OftfC !OD Ot11~1f tJOt~ . f of' (")C D"'/>., 1

) / 1 J~· l ' (rOl'ii:Ot 
et 1 oc b1 YJf ~·-11i . AetA6) 5o ~_s " J 3. Y1 r y/ Al2£-A (§;) 25in N s. x 25WJ &w .. 

A ~ifii I'D M 1 /0 V\11 · 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 2 3 APQ.il.r 200 I 

FIELD SITE NO. 20 . PHOTOS __ /_~of~ST:...:..O.:...!.N~~-· -----

MAP SHEET- 1:250 1 000 

GRID REF. AGM 

1:100.000 

4r7 1 b4 ~ 1b15144 N. 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : NOe.·n-\ FO INf oF CA-Pti pee,s.-rON 
geo 1 ogy : P0l{te.rrr;. 
vegetation : type ------~&~2A~~~S~V~&~----------------------------~---

cover 7 'f, 
species / ;riQchO. . 

water : type distance 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

amount 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

components 

NS _______ 20~~M~----------EW ________ ~I O~m ____________ ___ 

natural/.rtificial discrete/~iffuse 

stratification 

no. of artefacts 

f !,.At{,S, AN~ C0!2~S r' BA t..tlZ ~H~l v. 

approx. total 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 
~ twt-iYIJJiJ·ctf{ fo Sb bnfdr' . :(U·1tfvv;CJ.fi;:.:<·'J. Vu~ 

tJ{/f ic,(r h tJ..--.' ho!J~ a itd UM.ne a tb~iv- . v 
G 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY -------=v~A~?~~~?~P-~~~T~O~N __________ _ DATE 

FIELD SITE NO. 2-1 

MAP SHEET - 1:250,000 

GRID REF. AGM 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species 

PHOTOS 

1:100,000 

iti7 331 £7 1o~S515N 

50/o 

water : type ------------------- distance--------------------~ 
amount .!Z-BVCAviN61 . disturbance : type 

surface visibility 50/o 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

MIDDLN MAIT~AL- · site type 

dimensions NS __________ _L/~0~5~~~ ___ EW ________ ~7~2~M~-----------

boundaries naturalfa1tificia1 discre~e/diffuse 

:',t 

components BM~, ANl\Pl\12-A 1 OtrroN Jf.I2..f-BJ2A-t..rA ,CV.AM I t,.Acz.G.£ S.~2JNJ( ,1\A~, 
I I I 

s t rat i f i cat i on : l.--AR6£ "FtJ\'K-tS ~· [,Qg_.p;;, . 

no. of artefacts approx. total ------~/ 0~0~~ -----------------------
density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

. . ./' {I I I 
\'( 'tff'(' I '' I 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 23 A PlZJv 2-00I . 

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS ---------------------------

MAP SHEET - 1 :250)000 

GRID REF. AGM 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

;j J1 352 ~ 7b953 ~s r.J . 

species 

water : type 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

'I i diO · 

101· 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

Q~1A02.~ 

distance 

amount 

sit e type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS ________ ~i=O~M~ _________ EW ____ ~2~r~O~M~----------------
naturalia+tif1eial discrete/diffuse 

components 

stratification 

COAI2Sf, DOL.tl2.llf As AI C>PJO · Fv~ ~ES ~ CO Et.<; 

no. of artefacts approx. total 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

- Ab?vr cr. 21 
.Cr· ·' ,;' '/ (' ;;.il. h ·· ·J· 1 -f· l, .r~ · 
I ~ _,'J _ t 1 ' \ v . . • I v .. . " I• 

Rec orded by 

Client 

L50. 

I 

~P. !9 ~ .20. 

69 . 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 2 3 APl21~ 200 I . 

FIELD SITE NO. 13 PHOTOS 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM 411 I b I C- 7 0 ~5 34 1 N . 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

1 and form : H 11;1.; Af:JJVt f'O INI Of CApf. Pet.SION 

geo 1 ogy : POlterrt · 
vegetation : type G7!2..ASSt S · 

------~--~~----------------------------~ 
cover O{o 

species Tri.OO tCi . 

water : type distance--------------------~ 

disturbance : type amount 

surface visibilit.y ..ZO'io ---------------------------------------------
SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

components 

NS ________ ~! 0 __ M~ _______ EW ____ ~2~6~m_. · ______________ _ 
naturalj.art1ficia1 discretefdiffose 

CO A-~ t !)0(..{rr2.!TE. 16 A C:? . 1\.0 ~ 2.2. RA~ES ~~ coe£S_ 
stratification 

no. of artefacts approx. total ____ <-=5~0_·------------------------

density of artefacts : ----------~M~O~pte~-A~T~~~·----------------------
sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

Vt11-1 s iw..d O'vT -to C. P. 22 . 
0 

Recorded by 

Client 

SIO 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE J..3 A?IZ I L.-- .2-00 \ 

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS 

MAP SHEET- 1:250JOOO 1:100JOOO 

GRID REF. AGM 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : H16Jrt t&'f,A UIW-u:-N IWO MAN~JW vt: ft....trrs. . 
geo 1 ogy : DO~t£.11~· 

vegetation : type --------~~~gASS~~tb~· --------------------------~--
cover 0~ 

species fvt'Odia. 

water : type distance--------------------~ 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

amount 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS ________ ~IO~M~ __________ EW ______ ~l~0-~_1 _. ____________ __ 
natural/4rtifieial discrete/diffuse 

components 

stratification 

coe.es A~t> M~ts . 

no. of artefacts approx. total 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Client 

SI/ 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY ______ GA~96~~p~g~~~8~~~0N~----------- DATE 

FIELD SITE NO. _ _ _ 2-=-5_. ___ PHOTOS 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 

J H"OMtS ff5.M) f. &~1 N])';.TON~ · 

-------- 1:100.000 

GRID REF. AGM 41/ .a tO£ 16~.404 1 N 41 1 500~ 1b93 9b6N 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geo 1 ogy : \f20NS:rol\lt:: 6£A\JBv ( PO~ro.Z.rrt- · 

vegetation type ------=m~eAS~st~s __ . -----------------------------
cover 50 /o 

species [Yt"Odt~ . 
water : type £'PHfMf12A G C12U!:::_ distance DIS.SU:..r S ITB · 

disturbance : type lek~ ~ WAIGlZ. amount SE:ASONA.L.-. 

surface visibility 50% 
------~~------------------------------

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions NS ""200W' EW 2 0 0m 
--------~--------- ------~~--------------

boundaries n at u r a 1 /-a 1 t i f 1 c 1 a 1 d-:i-s c rete 1 d i f fuse 

Sl2 

components 

stratification : 

MIDI?t.N MAft-JZJ A l- , YQt;terrt COt:.tS ~ fl,-A~tS . AWl of Gi2.rtJDI N~ 
I -

no. of artefacts approx. 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Client 

tv\Ait'l2-1Av. 

total IOOOs . 
~~I 1-1, ~+t . 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY ~ :pr.J;STON DATE 

FIELD SITE NO. __ ..:....:2--=..b ___ _ PHOTOS ---------------------------

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 

GRID REF. AGM 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation 

cover 

species 

__________ 1:100,000 

water : type ----------------
disturbance : type 

distance-----------------~~ 
amount 

surface visibility 70 "'e 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

Vvt ! vD[N MAIT121A!.--. site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS ______ ~b=O_M~------- EW 20 M · 

natural/4rtifieia1 discrete/diffuse 

components 

stratification 

. ~ h£J{ ( Av·Jd1v10 ~ '~ ~:v- ir:)~' f~A~ s,c; C0!2B-S . 

no. of artefacts approx. total ""50 ' --------------------------------
density of artefacts : __________ W~IO~D~(~Q~A~T1~- -·-----------------------
sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 
_ rfJ • ) J.f/!tf;!, P.1111 ~/A.r.! ·r·r 0'/ f>,!/1 

V</V 1\:YL.j/ , - 1 Vu, ...-'r'( V.r, 'I I' ('.~ • • 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY ----~C~A~~~t~~===S~~O~N ____________ __ DATE ___ 2_4.!__:_A.:._P~.0:....;t..;__J_O:....:.O_I_- __ 

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS _ __:_/ __________ _ 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

1 and form : H\G-tl-1- Aet:A. Btfwt:~N \WO (12£-tt_t.-t Nt,-<; . 

geology : !g_ONSION£ (N2AVtL. -

vegetation : type ----~G=eA&~~~~,~~S~N~A~~~. ~~wo~o~~~,~· ~\~~~~~~~~~t~~~-------------~ 
cover 

species 

water : type 

disturbance : type ------~--------------
surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

ADT A.C t: NT · 

amount 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS ______ ~· b;__0:....:.0~~~--------EW ______ ~1 5~0~~~~ ;__· ____________ _ 

natural/artificial discretefdiffiiS£ 

components 

stratification 

.l)Qt&e.r-rt. coe.t~ ~ C~O~~f::.. ~O 'fl,t (tlfJ2_-rA CfO!I. ~ fU" lfb 

no. of artefacts approx. total ______ 10~0;__~-------------------------
densi ty of artefacts : ___ __:_Wl.:...:.__...:.C!::...OI:....:.J\~Lt::L1--...:..;t 1 __ ¥.:...;;9._fi...:..O!:..!:.ti ..::..)--. -------------------

sample of artefacts : -
COMMENTS 

- ~H WV1J.,VYifvcrti-aVVJ (CP21&) . lhw CCt1Ct/1:fvcttt c·~-1 .4V.ovJd he 

Recorded by 

Client A.VS.Ti%: L , 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

suRVEY ____ c _:.A_P6:.___:_P-=lZ=t:-=-s ro.:__:_N__;___ _ ____ _ DATE 24 AP1Z.I l 200 1. 

FIELD SITE NO. ___ 2=<(] ___ PHOTOS ------------

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 ------~ 

GRID REF . AGM _ __....::J4~0~B~~..::::Li--=--O(.::...._I~0 !:.....~ b~r ~f11:._.!_r ..!....:N~420:::_C0~9 3::::..:.1....:::::.E:-__!_.7~b~b~b~7...:.....1 5::::_:N~- _ 

OTHER REFERENCE 409 I 6 2"£ 1 b bb 640 N 40~ 004-f- 7 bb bil bJ N 
40910St 1bbb 3 1?--N 40'/ li 4 f 1bbb lSI N 

ENVIRONMENT 

1 andfo rm : f lOOl/ZON( 

geology : ltW NS.TO Nf: ~£A \I(t,. (AI\IE>'I Al-t, l-{\J IAt.-WAS,tt 

vegetation: type ----~fu~~~AS~SV,~S~~L'S~~~~~gs~------------------~
cover --------~6o~?~·-----------------------------

species TY/00t~ , Aca civr . 
water : type __ ..._!D~lt\.:.......!::::B~O Vl~t ~c..J..!....:,'I_C::....:l=----- d i stance !aOO m . 
disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

WAit £ . amount StASONAI..- · 

vo rup vo111; strJ ht,t ~1 tlvV e f , 

site type fte1£~AC1 SCA!It~ . 

d i mens i on s : ~ N W...S.t- 1 CJO VV\ J:)N'--'-N:..:....t;;_::-s:...:..cw'---'2_0=0~~A~---------
boundaries : natural/artificial discret~/diffuse 

components &l2J Nb S'fONt:S. , fvA~tS1 CQQ.(S:, ~ V1.1lk!Z£)) COtZ:fS . 
stratification : 

no. of artefacts approx. total 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Client 

IOOOs, 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 2-4 AP!21L- 200 I . 

FIELD SITE NO. 

MAP SHEET - 1:250,000 

2'1 PHOTOS J of OV~ !Z.O.P / rt1 lA, · 

1:100.000 

GRID REF. AGM 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 2}1 r2.t '.35 

cover ?Q% 

species ;1c<A v·e~s . 
water : type ~ph&~ ·,{·')) ~~(.( (~;;'/. distance 
disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

amount 
, I~ 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

components 

NS ________ ~IO=O~~~~----------EW _______ IC~'-~ _11_· ______________ _ 

natural/artifi c ial discrete/diffuse 

COB:B~t coe.ts wrr0 v.s:(wrJ~,e z.' t.. I-L2rt ftJ. t.t<;. . 7/150 f-WJIVJ. 

stratification 

no . of a r t e fact s a pp r o x . t o t a 1 50 -I ()() · 
----~~------------------------

density of artefacts : ________ 2V~t~~~1~SP~A~2S~~~· ---------------------
sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

·, . 

Recorded by 

Client 

. -
I -' } i.. 'f ..-/,\ , . . f J . • ' ,• ,I 

~J·.-'_ , · 

r 
_;..I r, I 



ARCHAEO LOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY CArt Pl?t-SIO N DATE 

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS __ A ________________________ _ 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 -------- 1:100,000 

G RI D RE F . AGM -----'-'-4 O----'cy'--1.;::.._5 -=--0 -=--t-_7"'-'bC-7:...:::0_:::5:..=3~b:....:....N.:.___4..!....:0_..~.1_:::C~B-=-0~~-7..:.....:b::._7!...:::0_:::50~~ ~N __ _ 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation ~ type 

cover 

409042-& 1b70 b05 tJ 

species fr,·orJ,a, acetC1;?. . ( , (f(). (n tJf. . r . 

water : type 6PHf Vl1 t l21\1./ C2f&t.. distance 160 Wi . 
----~~~-----------

disturbance : type k\! AftiZ amount S{A~NA L-

surface visibility __________ 1~0~~-·--------------------------------

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS ____ ~/~O=O _______________ EW ____________ ~I ~' O~Vi~~~-----

natural/-~rtificial- eiscrgte/diffuse 

components 

stratification 

Wl flZI 1~ CQ~glt COef; i !'lA I((~ . 1eOI\JS,iO tJr. f-'\ .t i:: {$ LAQof> 

no. of artefacts approx. total 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 
') [ 

I Wi C{ 

L fC() 

~ 

~r ,...-4 ..; _. f" ? n-

~-

Recorded by Vtjl f.J'IZ{,.D H'( t.:: , CA!20t-- r N[; .ff( ' tJ£_ ~~ SA 1{, 'I ~1 'F /·J\.P J 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY --~~~~~P~£tS~~~O~N~. --------------- DATE J!5 APR\v 200 1. 

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS _..)Lj____,t,O~O~~~~N..:::61~&~A..:;:Sr::::_:_· ------

MAP SHEET - 1:250,000 

GRID REF. AGM 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species 

5 /. 
1/rodio. . 

water : type ftJO k- SAvHJ'[ 

1:100,000 

distance --~~~»~~~D~~~~~~· -------
disturbance : type --~w~A~r~t~Q ________ __ amount 

surface visibility 507. 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS ___ _ ~I0~0~m~· ------EW _ _ _ ~2~5~0~m~----------
natural/artificial discrete/4iffuse 

S+ft.v\,S . PO~tQ.rrt--'l: g_ 'H-tOt..-rrt:: i- ~S.. t== !...A t.{ .. S, AN b SC£Ap:-v£s,. , components 

stratification : 

no. of artefacts approx. total 100111 
-----~~---------------

density of artefacts : y.SPAQSE;. . S\-lfl l .... ~ IN C.Onc,(f\]"(2./J.itON~ 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 
-Shvtl£ YYI conUA ~ lt·C".,ft oe-1<;, - Anetdtt 10 . &t 1U1 s1vin \ ct1 1d IJC.?C< ( {!/ n u .. nplt 

J / ' I 

sou1h. 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 

FIELD SITE NO. 32 PHOTOS 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM 41127df 7b77931N 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species 

DlA N£. 10!7. 

757-

water : type-------------------- distance----------------------~ 
disturbance : type amount 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS Bo N. EW 5 
----~~~----------------

natural/artificia~ discrete/~ 

components 

stratification 

Avt~~'Y . a a l id re u brai /Cl Shr Ifs. 

no. of artefacts approx. total 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

.\m~(f Acafrlf. 

Recorded by 

Client 

Of'SJ-'-6tt~. VtO S'.T0Nf A.t2:1ifACfS: 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE lb AY'2.1v200 1 

FIELD SITE NO. 33 PHOTOS ../ Of Sl'f~ <t. t>~ t l A . 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 

GRID REF. AGM 4 I/ 4 40 f,. 

1:100,000 

701~C 1 Y- tJ 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : SfON"i AQtA &t'f\AJ£:t:N D~~N f-S. ANt> Vf.t1A. 

geo 1 ogy : l.eoNS,.-Ot-Jt- ~H33~B AN D Zt-PCAL.(A12f.0V·~ . 

vegetation : type G! .eASS~.J .AND 8-ANDV!)-tf'.J :n OeA· 

cover 50 i'. 

species fVfooiO. t.fc' 

water : type distance 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

WAI(£ amount SfASONAI/. 

501· 

site type 

dimensions NS ________ ~'O~~-~ ____________ EW _______ I O_~-------------------

boundaries natural/.artifieial discrete/diffqse 

components A Y1Qo'a,._a .4{-;c{{s · 
stratification --

no. of artefacts approx. tot a 1 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

I rj 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY __ _____:::C_A-'-Y'f;"----j?_;:e_-"-es-'-f O.:::..._N ______ _ DATE ,2 b J.PQi lr 200 I 

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM 4 1 1 5~2£ 7b7fJ \,L14 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

1 andform : INftt:.DVI I\JA\-- Sv.J/\\A5 

geo 1 ogy : 2_:fl/ CAVG-Ae.t()(IL<:. 

vegetation : type ------~~~g~k~S~~- ----------------------------------~-
cover ?f)'!. 

species 

water : type fpvJJVL~1.UoJ Cu,ut.. 
disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

101. 

distance 

amount 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

components 

NS ________ ~/~0~~~- -----------EW ______ ~IO~M-----------------
natural/artificial 

AN~DAeA SJ-lt:LtS 

stratification 

no. of artefacts : approx. total 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 
r•if 

Recorded by 

Client 

J 

discrete/eiffuse 

'6 l N-



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY 

FIELD SITE NO. 35. 

MAP SHEET- 1:250JOOO 

GRID REF. AGM 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species 

DATE 

PHOTOS 

1:100,000 

4 '1 Ll')0f lblr /:5LI J-! . 

Pl tN t: f3 lOWOvrr 

water : type a dretcti/\f lo 34. 
J 

distance 

disturbance : type ----~eP~O~S~'~O~N~----------- amount 

surface visibility lOO% 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

2 b AD.Q_1 !.- 200 1 

2. fVfA vi N6l. 

site type 

dimensions NS _________ J~O-~ _____________ EW _________ IO~w_, ______________ __ 

boundaries natural/~rtifieial 

components l kov\qC OOlteli't ('~t. n:. (" J5t;',~ 
(j 

stratification : 

no. of artefacts : approx. total 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Client 

discrete/GU~ 

I 64..-lflZe:Pi 072DVN~ l'Dk'()21Tt (03f::.lb · 

,.,,.., 

~0~>-----
~). lfL-! 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE .2 b AJ/.2._11.- 20 01 . 

FIELD SITE NO. 3b PHOTOS 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1 : 1 00. 000 

GRID REF. AGM A 4 12 054~ l b7'1231N c. 12_071r.: 7b79~15N 11 4 r2072..[ 7b79AB5N 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species 

water : type 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

3Qi'. 

distance 

amount 
10"1, 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS 325 M EW t25rvt -----------------------------
natural/actificia~ discrete/diffuse 

components ANA DAf2J, !p2Jr.:,t ...:<. \.. '-~ , 1t:.£:.fg:?At..IA, ~l S::. . .:: ".::2 ' t I'· :. ? ~.U:_I r:; .f\!:Tf; rt~c ~ 

stratification 

no. of artefacts : approx. total 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts 

COMMENTS 

~~SITS 

DVcrJr ~---~ 
~ . ,·, ( ~ . ~' .. l C' ~.· t , . J t, r. I ' ., Vl.l~~ ~- I ' ' ,. •• , 

I '-. L-'S .. ... ~~/ . (! t .. (.. · j '~;~.~. :c .,/L' · ·I; ..,' ,..Ji/ ~" 

~I ·• . I 

.;'" .. 1. /' •. 

Id o(' r}r~;;·· l'?lf'l ,.t) )"; \'· · x 
11VJ r V, > i ). ,,, 11 • \... ~ • •• • r 

I ·,I I -

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY {)>.Jlf.- ?\2~Si0N DATE 2 b A.PI2.1t-. 20Cf . 
------~~~~~~---------------

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

OTHER REFERENCE : .D412 3~~f..- 1b1~30b £-4 12 '352£. 7b70 2 1 P.JN r:A I2410 f: 1 ~1921fJN. 

GJ4f2573& 1b7~ilo0 1~ H41240~t 7b19tt;(JIJ 141ZioOI E. 7b71/02!J 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species 

&f2 ASSt~ . SANbPL-AINftOQA. 

30/. 

water : type ------------------- distance 

disturbance : type WArU2.. amount StASONAL.- · 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS ______________________ EW ________________________ __ 

natural/ar~ificial discrete/diffuse 

components 

stratificat i on 

ANA 'Df>. Q.A, bOvfQ IIf f!))..r ts,CO~fS if, Sf2P C2S. Cti£12\~ FS . !2£.TOI.~ Cti[l) 
'?lELES . . 

no. of artefacts approx. total !00 ' 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : ~ 

~ ~ MIDD£.NS. 7DI\rJE, ~ ~'YC,__/Dv,~--__:_...:::......:;=---- - t::VJP:.. ~ 
~..ACt+ . 

COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICA L SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY CA?t P~~S\ON DATE 20 APQ.i[,. 200/ . 

FIELD SITE NO. St() PHOTOS Jet DV- N( (x2) (!MO rov\C&wivorh oV\S 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM At11-;2fo2£ 7b7)0 7SN IS 4132b5t 1079215 N Gf13092[. /b7'12'11tl . 

OTHER REFERENCE ) Li 130 7 2£. 1b710b '6 N 641304 bt:- l b 79 73?JN f 413 t3BS 7bB02<J5 

G4 12/5{)t:- lh7q51t N . 
ENVIRONMENT 

landform : D~N~ · 

geo 1 ogy : ~e.l\ 0\AJ C.A\,CAr2tQW; . 

vegetation : type --------~~~~~s~s~----------------------------~-
cover --------~5~0~/c~o ----------------------------------

species 

water : type (P11tMte.At.- Ce.£t-~ . distance [AtLf.S nt!2.Qk1&1!± S 11£: · 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

amount SQ\SONAv, 

50 / c 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS ______ I~·1~t~~---------EW ______ ~2~5~0~~1~·-------------
natural /a:t t if i c i a1 ~/.diffuse 

components 

stratification 

AN AD.lUZA S~v~S..' DO~ 2Y'(' AtZ.I~FAC.fS , 

no. of artefacts a pprox. total ' 50. 
density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

V. SPAi2S~. -
'1 /+6,05 I .Db 't COMMENTS ....__ _____ CJ.2£;:!;;...... 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 20 AWIL-2oo l . 

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS _ _.;..J_Of--=-O.....:;.N'f"----"'CO~N:::...:C-fN~fi-=eA:...!..l....n:..l<:o.:....;N:.._· __ _ 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 - ------- 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM 4Jl119e7beiJr'I2N f.Ai 2BSr t-1bt)005SI\l 

0 T H ER REFERENcE (,- 4 I .2- oo I G 1 b 711 B b B N . 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species 

water : type 

20'~· 

distance 
--------------~ 

disturbance : type --~~-~~r~. ______ __ amount 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

(> .. 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

components 

NS _______ I_M ________ EW ___ _ l _~ __ . ________ _ 

natural/artificial 

ANADA2A St-\(;vt,..S I 

stratification 

no. of artefacts approx. total 

discrete/6-iffuse 

density of artefacts : -----~--------------------

sample of artefacts ----~--------------------

COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS J of PV\ Nt · 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM .tj i2040f- 1050425N. 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species 

water : type 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

distance 

~lON amount 2..£\t.(A L-I N&l, 

"/, 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

s i te type 

d imensions 

boundaries 

NS 20~ EW ____ ~20 __ M_· ______________ _ 

natural/~rtificial 

ANADA.~ 1 EJ\L-~12 components 

stratification 

no. of artefacts approx. total 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts 

COMMENTS 

I I 

Recorded by 

Client 

discrete/diffuse 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY ------~CA_PG~_f~ge~s-~_ON ____________ _ DATE 2. 0 AW..1 \.... 200 I 

FIELD SITE NO. 41 ' PHOTOS ___ /~o_f ...::...D...:.:VI.:.:..::N~t:..:..._' -------

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM ~12 0e;7 "t 7 b ~045BN · 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : ~~Ne 
geo 1 ogy : \2£~ GAttCI>. Q.t-0\A.S , 

vegetation : type -----~~=~~~--{~: -~~H~~~~S~· ----------------------~--
cover ~ 

species [iriod,·a l 4w0fa ' 
water : type-------------------- distance 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

t-lZDS 10 N amount 

bOr. 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS ____ I_y_O....:...:M_!._,. _____ EW IOM -

natural/~tificial -Discrete/diffuse 

components 

stratification 

AN'A'VAe.A. ti, I'G~(&JZA\AI\ · 

no . of artefacts approx. total 

density 0f artefacts : -------~--------------------------------
sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

- 3o W1 vvJlf lll oP c.p. 40. 
, t b~ctct f.s. ft af.l .- --

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 27 APQq_, 2001. 

FIELD SITE NO. 41 PHOTOS --~x~----------------------

MAP SHEET - 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM E,) 41btu~ 1b7 4 h 4b N · 

OTHER REFERENCE e- 410215~ 7b7A.550 N . 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

1 e.oNs-roNt- G £A\/ t:-L.- . 

cover 10/. 

species 

w ate r : type -.w~.U!.lag~o~b~iiJ!:.!.ov+-/ _l..(Lr.,;A e~l:!:::.t..:..... ___ 

disturbance : type WA~f~ . 
distance ~~~·~Ce~n~f------------~ 

amount St:ASDNA L- · 

surface visibility Q/. 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

y.J 

NS f- l k. V\11 ).JE\v 7..00 M · 
------~~~--------------

natural/~rtificia1 

components t.o tJ,tz.tft i rs.. 
diSCFGte/diffuse 

hA~t~, SCeA:PG2S ~ 8LAPE: f\_,1\~f£, . 

stratification ---------~---------------------------------------
no. of artefacts : appro x . tot a l 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Client 

1000 . 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 

FIELD SITE NO. 43 PHOTOS / I owur.1 ; -~t""{af'U (Wio I och~q S._ ~vu ~' lt . 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 

GRID REF. AGM 
. ,._.··l"'-~"'1] 
, l 1 ' • ~- ("·~} ...... 

v J 

1 : 100 J 000 

1' ' I ' -' I ,...., ll ,- ~~· 1<' / J\ I '2. r l -*l -, 1 ' ' • -~· I~ -~; I / C t::_ I ' 
:? • .rT ;...- V , . f .t...i - 0\. f -'t ~ · ~ .. (. . ~!l _'l.y . ..._; \ 

OTHER REFERENCE : (f)4i 1 ti25~ 707t14b0 · 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 70% 
species fvr'Oclio 

water : type YAGOBrDt>'l Ce~et:. 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

WA\{2. 

30;. 

distance At>[ACC,NT . 

amount SIASONAL, · 

site type 

dimensions NS ________ ~~?~00~~----------EW ________ ~9~oo~~~------------
boundaries naturaljarti~ial discret~/diffuse 

components bQ~ter-rc F.S. ,Q!!A2rzJr;J7) . FlAt.ts,&L.A . .ptS. er' \OK of Aer r.Jt:rN~ 
strati fi c0t ion f v'l t-.:rH~tAL (f(.pp~~ \0Wf.l2\ Tf2.1M.MED PlV.tS, 

no. of artefacts : approx. total ;roo. ---------------------------------
density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

f'rf )' ·r ·,n> ·~; /1 ,1 '""' '~ (· . ., :.,. - ~/· -/ . .,'.L....t. ·1·-· ~" ... \ · · · ·· · ·· ; 
/1 ,:,L\'~I..V,f 11'; :/~.1 -'1 ".' I ( ) ! ~ ' I J .._. ,/ _, .~ 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICA L SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 11 AVLZ I L 2 CO I . 

FIELD SITE NO. 44 

MAP SHEET- 1:250j000 

PHOTOS j of C$.J:l! Nt ~! 1 -r'J.f (vtLAL ~PrS t,{)O~ING- N.w . 

1:100.000 

GRID REF. AGM 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landforrn : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

c"'l 41b 950t 1b75125 N-

cover IN Ce£eX_ . .20"/. 

spec i es E0cet u1ptr;. ltcac ia~. lrrOor (A . 
{ I f 

water : type 'I AGIOE;Ib!:>'f C£'£t-\::. distance Al>TAC£N1· 
----~--~~----------= 

disturbance : type WAI t l? . amount SfA<;O NAI,.. 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS ____ ~30~0~m~. ___________ EW _____ 2~00~M~·----------------
natural/artificial discrete/diffuse 

components 

stratification 

:D0ltt2.1'f6 ~ !.S,. fiZIN\Mf.t:> /~11J~•r .:. · :~:-L tl ~:£.<;. { fJ f:: ll\lt::>ING\ tvL/rH::121.A!-. 

no. of artefacts approx. total 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

. I !• • I ' fV'1r J. I! ··~ ..... ,;; ,, ,, " t/ · .; !! . , r l~ lr-···'" 
lA./ 1 /f . . fli• 1 ; : .f .' , r. ,. ,, , t I, ,.- .. 

Recorded by 

Client 

l~'v· t'·1· I.•)V,; -1 /· · · L·Jf· ;· r" ' V' , I .. \ ' .- l 1 . r :,. 1 • 

) • .J- -' '.,' . . 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 ------ -- 1: 100.000 

GRID REF. AGM "i .. J.IS9C:. 7b/3 3-1o "l 6JAI4·4\Lf 1h1S3,(() N 

OTHER REFERENCE c) 4 !A;~~ f;5f /~J/32.84N D) 4 t-4 3b 3[, 7b73'Jb7 N · 
I 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species fvtOOiVf . 

water : type 0 !/v'JA-{(P C£6{;:.1(. 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

distance At>:rAU:N-r. 
amount S$\SONA [_,, 

site type 

dimensions NS ____ ~~r_.l_' ~_,A _____________ EW _____ IO_O_M __________________ _ 

boundaries natural/~rtifieial discret~/diffuse 

components f't.Ut. leDNS;roNt-~ POt£12.116 -f LA@1- Wts. VQ~ ~ 6.t21NDSTONES . 
I 

stratification : ----------------------------------------------------
no. of artefacts approx. total 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Client 

""'100. 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS ---------------------------

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM .1l2001C. --u~:;-12&9{~1 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geo 1 ogy : I!ZONS\ON~ G£A.\/.f,V, 

vegetation type &vv Mi£ttS, SNAU:,WOOD 1 G,12P6S . 

cover }.{)"(, 

s p e c ; e s J?.illco.. fNJ r:xts 1 Aco Oi CA 1 Vi ochel . 
/I 

water : type 6-VWAt21) C12-U..I::-. distance AD::fAGtNT. 

disturbance : type WP<f~ . amount S~ASQI\ll>,t.-. 

surface visibility or. 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS ______ ~S~O~M~ _________ EW ____ -=5~0_M~·---------------

natural/~tificial discrete/diffuse 

components 

stratification 

ro~e..1-rt-, FS . , v!Pr~ ~ ££--ro~ C+1tt> PI£Cts . 
' I 

no. of artefacts approx. total _A roo. 
density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

hA't{ I 

Recorded by 

Client 

M 0!>£-eA ~~ · 

V I 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY 

FIELD SITE NO. 50 . 

MAP SHEET- 1:250j000 

' GRID REF. AGM A1410 3~1t 10e- OOo N 
' 

OAT E -___.:___;':1 -o,~!_·_...,_.-:>_· ,_~_.-_,.._'' __ ~v ,. L::. '\.; ~ -·· ~-

1:100.000 

OTHER REFERENCE : B/4 \f:3bO£; -~/.?~307J/~ t '1 C.. ) 41022Ct:.- 7b802-':~I -!.l> J!r· :l ~ (,!_,t. i'r £~.::/}~; 1 1 

£ '}4 1t23 76 7b 5056 1N :.;,) 4·S)44 t-- !h 605 11 N .:t)4 : Sj(,');~ 7bC00n54 t-J 

ENVIRONMENT 'J41b31E-£:.7i;B!Z.70 t--l . J)~ \0 373£- 7bB IL-'2/) lJ t.::/ L! IbO£/)r:-1GS i424- r.J . 

1 and form : Cl2tt~ rvlAe6 11\l t)) -j l hnb ~'f-- 7 b ?) !LiT/ t.J . 
geology : 1WNS;(0Nt f/2AV'tlvj £t:J?SANDSfC'N( (W:- fS . 

vegetation : type <11~2.A§ , S:-1Q. ~ lf)S 

cover 

species 

water : type 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

50'~· 

amount 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS _ ___ ...=5:...::.C...:..C'_I1.:....:.1 _ _ ___ EW _ _ _ ____:j~ .. -=-0-=..C..:...:M~I ..:....· ---- - -

natural/4rtificial ~/diffuse 

components 

stratification 

ANto.. DA'l-A Sct,:(T~e.·. POU<I21-rf 7: ·eoNS.rc ~Jt CCC.C~"o;' 2fTOf.l(tft:D Ft...Ar:£~ . 

no. of artefacts approx . total 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

•• ·< l ( .., ....... , , 

COMMENTS 2 . 
~ ;t p o.tcd [.<J he: r £~. t: (f ;_':: : c:s :/ : fc z a c. c h rdJn J~t ( :; 2·: · 3 t" d't?-u Oat! ;1 

- Srof!U (Q,"{1_1(J ?M :·!CO!.ht-~C7( -cl11 ( t1}f.i- ex.J.t/.-d.Jo {he brrJr:/f 

I • 

-v~ P :5o~ - fa. to{/o.J ~ :, , · :1/.· .~ ~ ) : L L . 
Vl(UO{C- ?tf .000 tu 

J 
cud. 

Recorded by 
t,;. " .. -

' ' 
· t C.7 · r .! ~ "-''- ., :7 . . 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY --------~CA_P~~--v~e~~S~Ti~O_N __________ _ DATE 

FIELD SITE NO. 53 . PHOTOS 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM AJ41f322f 1br)3022•-I DJ 411~24r7bB30bi N 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

1 andform : Cl2·ff 'l( MAeC.,IN . 

geo 1 ogy : SANY'SION~ Gt. IF"fS. 

vegetation : type ------~~~~~S~S~------------------------------~ 
50% 

cover ------~~------------------------------------
species lv r·cj,(A. 

water : type ----~ED~O~l~(~c~~ft~~=----
disturbance : type leAC ~ . 

50.'1. surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

-

distance --~~v~~~~~f~D~\A~~~~~·------= 
amount B ISSfCTS S lif. 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS _____________________ EW ________________________ __ 

natural/~rtificia1 

ANADA.f?A St¥f~\ c; components 

stratification ---

di scFete/di ffuse 

J/OlrfQI\f AIZ.l(f=AC:rs . 

no. of artefacts approx. total 1000 · 
------~------------------------

density of artefacts : !,)1._':NsE: f r-ot_ .t>- M l!)!)t.:'t-~J . 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

1:100,000 --------------~ 

GRID REF. AGM A) 4 1"1- 041 t:7bS314b N B) t41104- l£ /bBS2hON · 

OTHER REFERENCE C) 4Jb6bJf 7be;,53 ~ f i\J . DJ41h152f 1i>V33 ·0N 
r ) 41b 52Jr;. 1 h~3 024N f ) 41 b 153£- 1 b83bb5 N 6;) 4lb11E>t 1 66 3473tJ 

ENVIRONMENT HJ4 l hS41t 1bo3. 54{)N \)A.ibi 1'tt- 1b83 735 N 1) 41bf)71C 10<o3 76Lp,) 

landform : (A2:ff t. Bt:D / tJ1AI26liN / COAS\ . 

geology : SA~D 

vegetation : type St-.1\lt>PtA IN f t.-Ot2A I SA t..:rgv.Q-1-. 

cover 5 0 76 
species ~~ ,-oJ,· 1 • 

water : type SAv1N:f / -f2.-f;S+k distance I.M-1.Mf_P1 A 10 /Sf:N;.ON~l 
disturbance : type \fJA'('f5p_ amount Sf.ASONA;v/ 11r>At,. . 

surface visibility ------~5~0~1_• ______________________________ __ 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 
dimensions NS ______ ~.Jv_ro_,_~ __________ EW ______ ~~~oO __ M ____ __ 

boundaries natural/artifieial

ANf>.. r::>I\Q.A ~~.P~ 1/~.-S. components 

stratification --
no. of artefacts approx . total 

discrete/diffuse 
W\AJf l2_ ·;' vH'Pt£ 6QIN!)STON££ (rou:J~JTtJ. 

DOVi,l2itf FL-A!t:C~ ~ COI2-£~ . 

density of artefacts : -------~~~~~=b~(~Q~A~f=(_. ______________________ __ 
sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Cl i ent 

-

J 

I A • I 
Vtlt/1£; [ V 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY CA?'f DATE 

FIELD SITE NO. 55 . PHOTOS 1 or ~>..rz:r . 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 -------- 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM 7 b85o3-:: r~ £J-'i lh '771t:- 7 h~4 ~32 t.J . 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

1 and form : (Et£~ Vv'! At2.E-1 1N !/JitPri'E 01. ·:·:< e._oD. 
geology : t:o\{el1".f Qf:DJ.\\...LMV\ 1\ l . 

vegetation : type ~!2..1-.<£:, S t-,N1)P\...A.\ 1·-l !?, otA 

cover 50% 

species 

water : type ----~ce~(~f~~----------- distance APJJ\.C{NT · 

di sturbance : type V'i M {12. amount S~~ON I\ \.t 

surface visibility --------~5~0-----------------------------------

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

components 

NS _____ ,_c ~r _~,_~ _. ___________ Ew __________ ~r~t~-------------

natural/~rtificial discrete/~iffuse 

AN AP~Q..t\ Y:'8V\-S, SAt ~£ , pQ t,t12.1,.-.f rlf~S'2;. C0 l2.€S . . 

stratification : 

no. of artefacts approx. total 

density of artefacts : ------~M~O~P~f~Q~A~,I~~~/ _. ________________________ __ 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Client 

1 ( !; I ·· . . -.J. , .. '. t··..:O ;' ( l·.j,··? . ' )!'! I .. ,,~ ... . . / '\ 
C._ 1 1 ! _.I 1 •. {.. " /' • ii • _/ ·~ , \. • } ,. I.- 1 \.. ~ 

. i 'l\ /'··· .. ·. l:. 

J(J[ y 1 ())'1' •.. 
' :,1 • .. t· . . .. 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY _____ C_A~Vf~-?e~~-~-O~N ____________ __ DATE )9 I1D£1L- 20:? 1 

PHOTOS J of t10 1J !/I N~ .PATCHf.S. FIELD SITE NO. ----~S~b_· ______ _ 
MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100.000 

GRID REF. AGM .() 4 ib 33bt..- rbBi~~e~ l · l J-'1lb5bOt;lbo4bC;~.J 

OTHER REFERENCE f.J 41b530f.. 7 b~.1f:/12 N· C)4!b3hbf- 7bBL 554- "-) 

041b336E- 7b B4-~35N F-) 4 1hv B3E- 7 bB5ooB~ · 
ENVIRONMENT 

1 andform : I/O l/f£.11-:£. OlA.\L2QP 

geology : po t,.£~11'( t\NP R:ED CAUA.g f;.OttS 

vegetation : type ----~SA~N~D~?~lA~IN~f~tO~eA~~~~~~~~~~A~~~~--------------~-
">0~'. 

cover ----------~A~~~--~~-------------------------
r' lrLQdiUf . species 

water : type f.phtt11t1af Cue~ . 
I 

distance ll!l 1. ilt.(J,[it,+e. 
disturbance : type lA/Aft. e.. amount 'StkSONkl 

surface visibility o·r. 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

components 

NS ______ ~5~~0~0~r.~,~-· _________ EW ______ ~3_5~0~~-~1_· ____________ __ 

stratification 

no. of artefacts approx. total 0. --------------------------------
density of artefacts : ----~--------------------------------------

sample of artefacts : --------------------------------------------

COMMENTS 

J I 

Reco rded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY ______ C~A_P_~~_re_~~f~~~\_O_N ____________ _ DATE 2~ APl2JL. 200 { 

FIELD SITE NO. Sb PHOTOS 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 

GRID REF. AGM 

1:100,000 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

1 andform : Ce.B~~ ~Vifi.Q.&,qJ 

geo 1 ogy : /2_~p A;V\M V 1/t\,-

vegetation : type ------~m~Q~A~~~S--------------------------------~
-?.V~.r.o cover rt 

spec i es [Vt'{Vr0 · 
water : type distance 

disturbance : type--------------------

surface visibility 

amount 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

components 

NS ______________________ EW ________________________ __ 

natura1/-at ti f1c1al d~diffuse 

ANADAQA S~.fv\S Utf'Q 

stratification 

no. of artefacts approx. total ---~-----------------------------
density of ar·tefacts : SrttV\tl. c; 1Nl C0\1\,l\,NI~AiiQNS, _ 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 
SS. 

. d .. ' 1..:.--"' -! ... 1 .. ' : - ~ ~t -~ ~ .• , • , ,... ,. 1 . ; '"1 r. ~ 
't i,.\ I .__.- " • I y • I I 

V I 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 2'1 API?y._ 200 \ · 

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS __ x ______________________ ___ 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 -------- 1:100.000 

GRID REF. AGM J, L 1 "~50c; t- 7o?5 .. -:s :_JJ b 1 4-17 34-~f. 70BS 17-':f N 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : Cl2.t.( t:.. VVl.AI261 N E'>~lOvJ A S !fv'I!-'.V\... -1- \•l \.--

geo 1 ogy : 1~1\.lSTON E.- (},QA\J E..--l-- · 

vegetation : type ------~G~EA~V~~~~----------------------------~--
cover 50/. 

species fYiod''OI . 
water : type tDhM1 1DU11 Ctut distance 

disturbance : type ---~~~~~~( =(-· ________ amount 

surface visibility 50(. 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

NS "7v"•1 Ew 10 01'1'1 · 
------~~-------------

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

components 

natural/~ 

W~6~1.,--('; coQ.eS -r: FlA ~e:-;,. 
discrete/diffuse 
l)'SC2.£-It t._ef.A OF ANA.DAQ-A_ Sti£-VLS 

stratification : l l'\•.tJ:.: -r; r..,r:; .,_ \ ·. -:: ., ·1~ ,~ ("' 
·.Jv ..,..~ .. \...- ~ ~- ~ ~.--- L -l ./- . 

no. of artefacts : approx. to·ta l !OCO 
----~~-----------------------

density of artefacts : ----~~~O~DA~RA~I~C~/ -·--------------------------
sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY 

FIELD SITE NO. 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 

GRID REF. AGM 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

DATE 

PHOTOS 

1:100.000 

/l lccssr 7bc02~:l r-J. 

P01,(12 I f"f · 
!':.· n J.C.<: \. ... ~ · -~- . 

70/o 

species Ti . ;")(/r~ . 

water : type r!)l !/1-1[( ;1)} ( ' (.!)?. distance 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

amount 

30~ 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS ______ ~y~J __ I i _l ______ , ______ EW ____ ~r~::~y~; -· ------------------
natural /a-r-t i f1 c1 a1 di screte,Lc:.U ffuse-

components 

stratification 

1'11fA2.tl(' c:: ~..- A ~t.S -z: oc-s' 

no. of artefacts approx. total roos. 
------~~------------------------

density of artefacts : VVJ C}):l?' lZ.AT(' V: r~:f 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

I 

(1(( t 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY ------~CA_pt~~F_£~a;~~-O~N_· ____________ _ DATE 

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS j I I ochvt~ N £- . 
0 

MAP SHEET- 1:250.000 1:100.000 

GRID REF. AGM A) 4 !32o2f ::n,~q~ 9, 4-e-J B) 4f 2 :J ~5 f- -::)?,2;q::;43N 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species 

water : type ----~S~ALt' ~IN~~----------
disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

70 '!, 

distance---------------------
amount · -:--1 DA \,. 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

components 

NS ________ ~~~C-~~· ;_. _________ EW _______ -_I r._· l_~l ______________ ___ 

n at u r a 1 /a-f""t i F i c td. l 

£J'> t-t.IL, Al\lf>..'Dt-.rzA S~f v~~ 

stratification : 

~s~~/diffuse 

DOL-fe riS f \R. ~S. 

no. of artefacts approx. total G5 ~ 
----~~-------------------------

density of artefacts : v'VlOP-e:tzt;rf 
----------~~~---------------------------

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 
\ r 1 · I · r ·t1 
... .) ... . •· ,..(. . ' 

( r I ' •• ' .. , • ~ ' . ,· /'-,/I { 
, I I I I , ~· I; • , , , f. • 

' I ) .. ;;, I , ,./. :'1 ~f~ / j -J ~ } "'{• 
I , J I ' ~ ,1_. !-'l ,. '_. ¥ • 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 2 't A-Pen,. :uxJ 1 . 

FIELD SITE NO. bO PHOTOS 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 -------- 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM _ ____:.4-...!..,£1 2~o""-r-:-4--'---.!.0~t::=---;!--L..IQ{,~8~q..J:.ob~o'--"]-LNL..::L-_____ _____ _ 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 3o/ . . 

species -------------------------------
water : type ---~~l~IN~~~·----- distance --------------

disturbance : type --~W~Af~~~e~------ amount 

surface visibility 10% 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

components 

NS _____ ~IO~m~--------EW ____ I~O-m _______ __ __ 
natural/~ificial discrete/~ 

AN A'Yf\r;A. /\~I> BA-t.-~\2 S.rt~vth~ POV£.12.-116 A21S-fACfS . 

stratification 
"'\ 10 . no. of artefacts approx. total 

density of artefacts : --------~S~P~A~e=s~~~· -----------------------
sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 

FIELD SITE NO. ~I 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM _ _ 4~1 ?..._, =2_-:J.._<:'_..f"----. _-:;...w.:.:.b..~.:.{_.:.'1-->«(z~"::t'--!I.LC'-.::_1 _.J._]3:..J._)_"""T~-· .!.....I 'S~r S~f-=E-::::._::::::..-:;:;J::.?-.£0.9--Lq..::J4:....:7_:4!:J_N.:::J__ 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

c) 41?3'7bf-.- :n zCf2>'r::;tJ 

5o/,. 
species 1rr"OOtl1-

water : type fpl '(;1l[1('J ( (f( t . distance __ L.!./ ~_,_1 :.Lli1.:..:.1(~0~11~Ct~fe,_. ___ _ 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

50% 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

components 

,.. ,.. ( Jr' NS ________ ~D~~~0_n_, _________ EW __________ I~~·~J~~i~i __________ __ 

natural I a-rt i f i-e+-a-l- d i s.c.r::.e:t.e-1 d i f fuse 
At-JADf:..e.t .. cc.' 6t..tf S.1-l~t \ ~ I i:0Vi? \lt- fl/W.tS.'f rr•r :~ . 

stratification : 

no. of artefacts approx. 

density of artefacts : 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

total ·ocs 

{~ {/ ' .-1 \ ..-- - • f 1 ' • • , :U l· /: I ... -' .... · ,_-: j _! "i .' _, .- ~'. · - .. : "';. "•' 'ill{ 

Recorded by 

Client 1\\ ISn 1 \ 

:'·r/> 

I ·.: t; . ---,, 1').,;. 
' t. . ; • . 

j 
') I 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY 

FIELD SITE NO. b2 . 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 

GRID REF. AGM 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species 

DATE 

PHOTOS 

1:100,000 

distance ADfACf, !'-(\ . 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

amount SiASCNAI__, . 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 
EW------~~~0~~~"----~----------

~tur~artificial discrete/~iffuse 

components 

stratification 

Al'iApM2t\ slJ~vs , DOLfQi\f. Ft.J;. ~f~S'r' rc ~t- :.. ----

no. of artefacts approx. total -----~~5~0_. ______________________ __ 
density of artefacts : f:f t-,:: .. :-:.. 

------~~~~----------------------------

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

B"// '' '~ty ' ;/ r 
"' ' ( r ~ ' " • t .. ..,~ 

- .-

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY 2"1 Af'\2\l" ZOO\ 

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS J o.: C2..li\S H{;S f COCt:l\fOOS.. 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF . AGM ---'<==@,L----.4-2_2_3....::.3_0 _t. -----'-7 b_;_~_1--=~=--00_N_-.::@..::.B _4.:_2_2...=.3=7 =-S -=-f. __..!_7 b~B:!._7:....=3::__:b...:..O~. _ 

OTHER REFERENCE PHi l- ~ f\ N\\II.N6l A SOJ\t. . @ 422550£- 1bo7'00 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species 

SO A'i.. 

water : type ----~SO~. A~t~. _________ distance ----~~·~~t~~l t~b~I A~~~/-· ______ __ 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

amount 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

Ns ·-,·cC· \'; l · r; "'"' r · ------~-------------EW ______ ~~=J-- ~~~·~ -· -------------
natural/artif i cial -~/diffuse 

components 

stratification 

DJt,tl2.11't AlZ-i't ~"I\CJS. . Vfe__'t n \f\1 .Ah:t\!JI> C-f', sv~ ['. S . 

no. of artefacts : approx. total /000. 
--------~~--------------------

density of artefacts : V111r,]){1Zirf.C /JlU-.ls~ . 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

~ ' ' 
~/ _, ~ ..... ·-: I· ·' r . f - l l { ~ .' s' i , !. (1 ~ /' l 1.:'.' : l ~t'{ • 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY _____ C~A=P~f~9~e~tS~~~N~------------- DATE I MAl 200 I 

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS ---------------------------

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 

GRID REF. AGM A 20 5 31 t 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

1 andforrn : f!),f OlA fCQOP · 
geology : (~Q..t•.N 1 ~'C · 

1:100,000 

7b 7 r At1o. 

vegetation : type ------~~~~~A~S~~~--------------------------------~--
cover 1\f.M?(;INAl. · 

spec i es !1 r(t/,:""l . . 

water : type BpV: C·V./tL•O f Ctu ~. distance ____ A~~~~SN~T~'--------~ 
disturbance : type 

surface visibility CQt11 DI 00·1 !:;;U} 

amount 

b1 r, ' btJc;( 
v 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

components 

A!2fffACT SCAII{f'. 

NS ________ ~~~-----------EW ________ IO ________________ __ 

natural/art1f1c1al discrete/d+ffuse 

Qi+10 t ITf f :r:Q!t:2rff. ibtAD£.$ ~· ~tli~ES 

stratification 

no. of artefacts approx. tot a 1 ~ 30 
------~~----------------------

density of artefacts : SPAQS~ 
--------~~~~---------------------------

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

A fl/j/}'.1 1\r ;rn. (}:,..., · }--~ ;J/[ r·-' ,) !Jrr/; 
~ V J. V1. V' •. • ,_ r t ~ ~ ~ ... L 

YVr ~ + cf C o b 5 . 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY ----~C~A~P~t __ P_k~f~SI~C~N~------------ DATE I MM 200! 

FIELD SITE NO. b5 . PHOTOS ---~-·----------
MAP SHEET - 1:250,000 

GRID REF. AGM 

1:100,000 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

r~Af OV11 c eop 

6-J Q..ASS 

cover MA ffi: N AL. · 

species (y,- d10t 

water : type fp l{tYH{/rU (u; k'.. distance 

d i sturbance : type 

s urface visibility 

amount 
ron IDWYn iS t:J hn c7 orxr 

' J 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

NS ________ ~4~5~~~·-________ EW 40W1 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

components 

natural /arttfi c i al -
12~ 110txrt 'i. !)OLfe tiC 

discrete/~~S£L_ 

r lA~<i-· BLAt> f S 

stratification - - --·--------------------------------------------
no. of artefacts : approx. total ~ 50 

------~------------------------
density of artefacts : Vv~. O~;.k?)\\{. /SPJ\'2S r; · 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

f 
J . I 

'/r>
1

{ • • ·:.,-, ,' .'~' -, •• ·, "·/- r 1, .; r -- 1 ·/ · ·: . · rri1 "••:. ) \ .-'; , -~,.1 ' .:... ... All!./ 
tl. > · ·~·· " v . , . , .. il' -· ~ - .,. .. \ _.., .. .., ,..~,J ... ~ .. , n ~~. 

I .J '. , • . •. ' ·- , . . • .., , '::(! s-: ~ I f.,.J .. ~ \ • ·" I .. ·- ,/. : ~ \ '· I ) 

Recorded by 

Client j (I<. . \ . ~ t 1 l . 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY _______ G~A_P~~~~~-~~~D~N=------------ DATE ___ ...:...\ _tJ\._._A_"i ....:..2_-o_o_ l __ 

FIELD SITE NO. 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 --------------~ 

GRID REF. AGM 421 122t -7b 72 3-Q"f tJ 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species 

water : type £:Va14H~J 10. VJUl distance ~fr:...:r....:::·h~M~f({~,_ ..!:.![Lf!A~- :::::......;· _______ _ 

disturbance : type -rv({Ct amount 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

Qt iA !2/Z_ Y site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS ______ ~3~d~m~ _________ Ew ____ _...:...2~B~~~----------------
naturalj~ti fici~l discrete/diffus~ 

components 

stratification 

W L-fl2r\£ C<i2:£,.S i, :C LAtt.S -

no. of artefacts approx. tota 1 t():) S · 
--------~----------------------

density of artefacts ; V'/!ODU? Af{ / S--~· t J S_;:r_ . 
sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

(' :V !,., - 'Q 
\.-•• 1..1 

I I . 'I . j ; ·J ' ,, f.' ~ j )';_( -

I! 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY ------~C~A_P~~--p~~~DS~I~O~~------------- DATE ____ I _~_IA_i_2~00~)~· ------

FIELD SITE NO. PHOTOS J I 100t:.l n61 N \V. 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100.000 

GRID REF. AGM 41b411f 7b70543t.j f::>J 4i b4-1 2t /'{, / of::/~ 6 N 

OTHER REFERENCE C) 4 tb b25C- 7b 70 b4 2 N. D/ 41 b253f.. 7b IO{:;'ff.N . 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 
geo 1 ogy : 1\W NS\ON(; GQ..AV~l) r~p Pd·\,V\VI Av. 

vegetation : type 'C3! 1ZASS , SNAK-t:V'JQOD, B\\.r'v'l-v'IIIZ.f.t.S 
I 

cover 0- 70 (, 

spec i e s !riorJ, o , A-alfc.i~ , f tHtJ.. tv; rls . 
water : type tj?W.(V'I[,~ai (ud:.. distance APJJl.C8l\Jr . 
disturbance : type WAit-g . amount st::ASONA~.; . 

surface visibility 50 - ?fJ/ . . 
--------~~~----------------------------

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS ______ ~5~5_V_~_· _________ EW ______ ~~~1~r-'ft-~-·-------------

natural/artificial 

J::QJ,t£ rft= 'Z: E~ 1-\0 !Ait;: , components 

stratification --
no. of artefacts approx. total 

-discrete/diffuse 
coet ~..opzs. .' L-Affi r. HA u:,c; I &N:~ RA~ (..S . 

10005, 

density of artefacts : J>fNSf. !/ 
------~~~~--------------------------

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 
~ Cw-tl#if ~rat~v. Vftk wvi ts q~t0 i A~IJ to 1/:t ( (~ .. ..r {/Jr'11! if:.e 

rra,·1 
-: o ~Vi ~~ ;; -rt, . 

V 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY _____ A~~_S_f_~_~_v __ G~A_S_P~!-~~/v~! l~~~~- --------- DATE 

FIELD SITE NO. 1 PHOTOS ---------------------------

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100.000 

GRID REF. AGM ------~~~1 ~1~7~9~5~3~~---7~7~0~B~0_0~/ ~N--· -------------------

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species 

water : type 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

501. 

SAvlN e- distance 

amount lir>Av /St:ASONA!r- -

60 1, 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

NS 50M EW ____ =50~M ______________ _ 

natural/~rtificial 

components 

stratification 

no. of artefacts approx. total 

discrste/diffuse 

density of artefacts : ----------~---------------------------------
sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 30 Ar:2 1 '--' zoo I . 

FIELD SITE NO. 2._. PHOTOS ~j--~~~p~ea~~~~ v~~~------------

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 

GRID REF. AGM 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species 

1:100,000 

170~ (0/ N . 

water : type ------~S~A~~~~N~6 ________ _ distance 

disturbance : type \NTI'2 1~~t vr. ~ t-'tVV\Ar..J amount Dts-revwnve: fe.~ve.~l,)lJ& . 
I 

surface visibility --------~'0~~·0~-------------------------------

SITE DESCRIPTION 

MIDDfN site type 

dimensions NS ____ ~10~0~r~~~---------EW ______ ~I0~0_M ____________ __ 

boundaries ~tural/artificial ~~~/diffuse 

components ANADARA SM~~ 
stratification ~1sn '.l?_c.J..Nc.,f P-t.V ~A\.;S, -peo;-::q.:-;;_ 

no. of artefacts approx. total 
density of artefacts : I A'irr;;~ __ ; - ':_r-r_;r 11-..) ~IL.{. 

sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

I ' (• .. 
).( -; ' : 1 .) : I I : 

Recorded by 

Client 

. ' 
..~ , .. ----; ' . ()' . . . vl , 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

i2ttAft;) To P45~/ 

17 ~~ b 
~~~~7- . 

SURVEY ------~4_v; s~r~U_v~~-~_I_\S __ ~-~~~~~v_~ ~~~f~v ________ _ DATE 30 AV'0 L- ')(X) I 

FIELD SITE NO. _________ 3_. ____ PHOTOS J ~AC '"J 6) S.\f'J. 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 ------------- 1 : 1 0 0 J 0 0 0 

OTHER REFERENCE ({) 4S~bBI (.: 1b~b400 t-J 1]);45S b2.7 £- -b~b02.3 f•J 
~)4sl·lo3r:.. 10 ~"! lb N 'f)4517olt- -n?~;,o~-b f-J &.L~S75 t,2t ·]{;'J {r21::! f'.J 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

I t' ~ r" ...... a ..... 
. ) ··() J I ~: ( f 7 }/7{- 4 CC t~ 

J2.1VE:>l2.- . f'v'l AQ&IN · 

cover 20'1o 

species 1riodio 1 ~J..{CCllL·I D1S 
I 

water : type --~M~A~Iit~~~N~D~£~\~V~~~£~- distance --~A~.P~f._AC~rf~I~JT~· --------~ 
disturbance : type ----~~~v~~~s~ro~c~~~· ------ amount ----------------
surface visibility 0~ 

SITE DESCRI PT ION 

site type 

dimensions NS l I 1 Wl . EW ___ ---'-L5-t...')..::..5 ____ _ 

boundaries natural/4rt i fieial -G4screte/diffuse 
components DOlC12 1-r£ (\)l, t.t;.S, 'r' COI2J<S . ((lQ:fS \f',)l'i1-1 S"Pv?l !ZJ...CIL'.I?£ ~ 
strati fi cation 21Vt:t2- 1~iZZAC[ 7 COSES~:(COC.£S 

no. of artefacts : approx. tota 1 1000 DO 000, 
----~~~~~~---------------

density of artefacts : ------~SP.~.~~~,e~S~&~--------------------------
sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 
li /I ' .. I.' . ,. 
, er_. L •. , ,' 

{
,/}

1
t ( •( "i_,··,·".:.'-'- / f r~ 

(/1 I .. 1. 'o I" ) , ~ .. I ~- ' (t• 

V 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

!1?_...,.~ cf 
Plb3Z7 . 
1 ~091 
1~o~o· 
I ~04 2-

SURVEY DATE MA~ 2C()I. 

FIELD SITE NO. 4· 

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 

GRID REF. AGM 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

species 

PHOTOS 

1:100,000 

water : type __ _.::;j)_,-f:....:V-'-'r L-""'S"---"C:...:::r2.::.;:£-;:...!:B_t___ d i stance A r:-S f>.J f. ~JT . 
disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

Vv'Ar~e. amount 5£ ASO,JA [, 

Q'l. 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

components 

NS 00 1 1ttV1V1.0 1 ) ~ . Ew sov,'~ nJ,cJe bv11:d CJ !cv::rCtlUt . 

natural/artif1cial ~/diffuse 

~U::£.1ft. Ft,.ll~~ 'i; C083~S CO(?~<-
stratification 

no. of artefacts approx. total 100 0 00 (} 00 
density of artefacts : 11 S.PAE's:f. · 

------~~~=--------------------------
sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

- p,_ ? f.-..fl L1 
1

1 · .1 '• • 1 J j · · ,. '' .r t { l..., l•\ 1 ~. (I· IJ !) .. , • 

- A -· B- I' 1, ,.Jj,-1 ('i lr.!] ' :j _{',, I 1,,, 'I ". ·. ,., 'I' . J / ; , -, •· ' 'J .. ,? ·'. ~ ,1- (. ,' ..• ·; . VV lft f/," ~ · f I. ~ i., ,- ; ·;,.. jl f 'J [ V ~ ,- . .... . 

Recorded by 

Client 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY DATA SHEET 

SURVEY DATE 

PAlZ--r or; 1~00-4 ~ 
10li . 

.2. MA'\ 20CI . 

FIELD SITE NO. 5 PHOTOS --~~---------------------

MAP SHEET- 1:250,000 1:100,000 

GRID REF. AGM t\t;~· V:Of.. lb92bA,j t.\ ~ } 4 49/'=;~ f . 7L->~2b7vi"J 

OTHER REFERENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

landform : 

geology : 

vegetation : type 

cover 

water : type 

disturbance : type 

surface visibility 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

I 

307. 

70"/. 

Ns I!:' •,1 EW 
------~~-~V~------------

ADJACf,.N\. 

amount 

1 ,~c V/1 
site type 

dimensions 

boundaries 

components 

natural/~~~icia1 

Wlt:Q,-rf htu~.t-s 

-d-i-sc1-e"te/di ffuse 

stratification 

no. of artefacts approx. total 

density of artefacts : __________ S~v~A~es~~---------------------------
sample of artefacts : 

COMMENTS 

Recorded by 

Client 

!,...: •/'I I c: - ... -
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APPENDIX 4 

PLANS OF PROPOSED GAS PIPELINE ROUTE TO BURRUP PENINSUL-\ 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES NE1\R GAS PIPELINE ROUTE 
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